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Baruch Security Confiscates IDs
Chaos and Confusion as CUNYcard Becomes College Policy
By Joseph· Me Maldarelli
. Adding to the confusion and
basic chaos of the first days of
.elasses, Baruch security guards
were confiscating the former
Baruch identification cards, as the
CUNYcard began being recognized
as the card of choice.
As students entered the buildings on the first day ofclasses they
were met with security guards demandingto see identification cards
and students With Baruch ID cards,
not CUNYcards, . were forced to
surrender the previously used
cards. "Please present IDs. CUNY
security guards yelled. . All pas-

sageways were blocked and upon
presenting Baruch IDs students
were informed, "We are confiscat~i~e IDs, they are no longer. .

Many students complained
about the process and maDDer in
W hi'ch they'weretreated, accusing

.~~ of Gestapo-like

~~ ~~

McLaughlin. "We are doing this
for the safety of the Baruch community."
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e vator lines were tre-
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'
~~.fied, "The guards were yelling
noxious security guards, scream- ' of'her
~'was my1irst'ID
committees; aIoBg with--tI1& -D9w .
grabbed myoId ID as 1 was taking' ing, 'Give in your ID cards.' People in college. I was so upset. It was defunct Evening Session Student
it out of my wallet." .
. were fumbling around, looking for about memories." Another student, Assembly President, Kyle George.
According to Director of Secu- their old IDs, holding up. the lines. Alain Diemd, said, "1 wouldn't give "This is a record for all the CUNY
rity, Henry J. McLaughlin, all That's just Baruch."
it to them. I paid for it!"
schools-we will have atotalofeight
guards were instructed to be courWhen asked if the added con"The back of the cards say the representatives, more than anyother
teous. "Students were informed of gestion at the elevators could be
continued on page 3
school in the system," Kinzelberg
the new ID system," says accorded to the confiscation of the
maintains."Weare now working on fulfilling our long-term goal of expanding
representation to the departmental
level, ~ says Pearl Chen, DSSG Secretary, adding, "The administration
"It was horrible," claimed one
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Student Governments Crumble

DSSG and ESSA Lose Key Members as Other Colleges Organize
By Deirdre A. Hussey
As the Baruch community
moves forward to organize efforts
"in the fight against Governor
George E. Pataki's proposed tuition increase and budget cuts,
the voice of students is weakened
as Baruch's elected student governments scramble to keep their
members.
III what has become standard
practice, ten members ofDay Session Student Government (DSSG)
Council, technically an elected position, will have to be appointed
this week. Meanwhile, the
Evening Session Student ASsociation (ESSA) is functioning
without a President because its
elected ,pt:esident, Kyle George,
did not register (or the Spring
semester and failed' to maintain
the requiX"ed2.0 grade point average.~embersofESSA declined
to comment onGeorge's absense,
.!Uld .the future. of·theAssembly.
Low voter turnout duringelections and lack of students run-

ning for these positions has left
both governments familiar with
their current situations. Only 11
of the 20 council positions for
DSSG were filled after last
spring's election and all of those I'''",'x...:... '....
positions went unch.allenged.
DSSG filled these positions
through a special election held
last fall, which allowed elected 1',<-.-···"."0:-:'/·"·
Council members to appoint other t-:f!:~:':".':.
members. ESSA also appointed a
number of council positions this
past fall, due to a lack of elected t1PP',.:'
members.
"1 think there is problem, but
I don't know what itJs," says Vice
. President of Student Develop- I}:">·,C:'#.·.
ment Samuel Johnson..
Only 1,636 students voted
last spring (1009 day students, .,.,:.,.. ,.. . '..
360 evening students and 267
. graduate students) although over
15,000 students attend Baruch. Kyle Geoip,f'on&erly eIected·ESSA
Still, that was the highest stu- President, abimdODSposition.
dent turnout since 1985. "I need
continued on']J46tt 5
a student government to do my
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CUNYcard Causes Chaos and Confusion on Campus
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had been through that s~me
shredder, due to the rudeness of
the property of Baruch College," many of the security guards.
says McLaughlin. "We are taking
"The guard took my ID," s ys
them back for security reasons." Amir Cohen. "When I asked im
Since the advent of the f<?r it back, the security gu rd
CUNYcard, Baruch IDs no longer said, If you got a problem, sk
serve a purpose, According to . President Goldstein.'."
McLaughlin, previous ID cards
"We are a service indust
presented a safety problem be- s.ays Mclaughlin. "Some gu
cause they contained student So- weren't courteous, but a 10
cial Security numbers. "
students weren't courteous eit
Security will be destroying It was for the students'
t.he cards by the use of a shredder, safety."
and some students felt like they
Many s.tudents claim" tlbe
surprised by he
security's strict nforcement of theconfiscation policy,
bu t, according] to
. McLaughlin, 1we
began sending Jetters out in ~ept+m
ber regardIng the
old ID cards-this
was being put irito
effect last October,
students shouldn't
i
have been surprised."
;
"He just said '
Come on, give it to
me. You got to use
the new one.' I Just
gave it in." Eleonora
Pechenik, said, ~He
just took my ID, arid
... said' Well, you ~et8 ter get your new one
""~ soon.'"
. Michael
~.
..
g Ferrandina, an~ other student, told
of his experience, "I
Out with the old, in with the new.
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SJAg OPEN HOUSE
~ FOR FRESHMEN &
~CD SOPHOMORES: Take
u, the first step in making a
decision about your major
or career, Join us at
1:30pm in room 306 ofthe
23rd St.bldg. on Thurs.,
Feb. 27th. Refreshments
will be served
Golden Key National
Honor Society is sponsoring
theirannual Penny Drive
beginning Feb. 10th.
Anyone interested please
leave a note in their
mailbox 1512, 360 PAS or
email atThuenoyt@aol.com
ASEDOM invites you to
celebrate Dominican Independence Day at our
party. Thursday, Feb. 27.
From 12:30 to 4:00 p.m.,
14th Fl. 360 PAS. All are

invited.

Black History Month:
Conference on
Entrepreneurship:
Hosted by Mr. Kevin
Mcflruder, A discussion of
the historyand development
ofblack business in Harlem.
On 'fues.,Feb.18,12:452:45pm 7th fl, 151 E.25th St
The Art and Times of
. Bessie Nickens: A
legendary artist
surrounded by her works
depicting the South since
the 1920's. Hosted by Dr.
Juanita Howard on Wed.,
Feb. 19, 135 E. 22nd St.
Forum on Africa and
the Diaspora: 'lliurs., FebZ>,
5-7pm, 3m f1, 17Lex. Ave.
Celebration ofthe
Genius
of Art Tatum:
Y\.
Film & lecture of
legendary jazz
dnunmer.Tues.,Feb.25
llam-1pm, rm 1202, 17
Lex Ave.

Black & Hipanic Studies

Submissions for the
Deptand Student Life
Abraham J. Briloff.
''Black Holocaust for
prizes in Business
Beginners" Speaker is S.E. ethics StudentsInay
Anderson on Thurs., Feb.
. submit an essay or
13th,6pm at 360 PAS, 15th research paper (1500fl. in the Wmdow lounge
2500 words, typed) about
business ethics in the .
broadest sense of the
Baruch College Election term. Deadline is March
'97 Campaign: Feb. 24 is
1, 1997 and sent to:
the party, candidacy
Briloff Prize Committee
declaration forms and
Office of the Provost
guidelines available at
Box D-0701
Student Center rm 1512,
360 PAS, 802-6770

continued from the front page

was rather adamant in rejecting our
emands this time around, but getting
tudents on the school and College
mmittees was certainly a step in the
.ght direction." Kinzelberg emphaizes that a procedural trick was emloyed to prevent student representa.on on. the departmental level-the
. ussion was adjourned before the
ue could come to a vote.
Another issue the DSSG leaderhip is concerned with this semester is
he shortage of staff evaluating the
urse work of students transferring
Baruch from other schools. "There
ust be a way to speed up the process
that it takes no more than eight
onths, instead of one-and-a-half
ears," says nan Peress, chair of the
sSG's Academic Affairs Committee,
hich is presently investigating ways
which the process can be bettered.
Peress points out, "It's especially.
for foreign transfer students or
erican students who have studied
utside the country, because the only
rsonqualified to evaluatetheirtran.pts is Cynthia Fish, and they can
llardly ever reach her." As part of the"
savinginitiatives implemented at
e end of the last Spring semester,
entered retirement and was reJun~asapart-timestaffperson. 'They
ve to hire at least two full-time
pie to getthejob done," says Peress,
ho has organized a student petition
wards hiring more evaluators.
As ifthe battles on the budget and
ther student interests facing the
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The Genius
ofArt Tatum
Arnold Laubich (Baruch MBA, '51) celebrates
the jazz artistry of America's legendary pianist
Art Tatum, with newly discovered documentar~'
film footage and recordings.
.

When: Tuesday, February 25th
11:10 a.m. - 12:25 p.m. "
I

Where: Music Department, Rm. 1202
17 Lexington Ave. at 23d St.
. This program is presented in celebration of Black History Month.
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Spanking new CUNYcards in action.
was going to the library, and had
both ID cards together,. showed
them at the turnstile, and the
guard took my old one. He said, '
We are not using them anymore,
and that's it!'
The CUNYcard was introduced last semester with mixed
reactions from the student body.
The Evening Sesaion Student
Association protested the induction of the IDs, claiming students
had no voice in the decision, and
protesting the involvement of
Citibank in the CUNYCard, be-cause theyaetively· lobbied
against direct student loans..
"We started carding people in
November," said McLaughlin,

"and according to our numbers,
we are completely (CUNY)carded.;' Asked to show those
numbers, McLaughlin could not
come up with the figures. But one
student, who wanted to remain
anonymous, said, "I haven't had
an ID for three years, and the
guards just let me in. They just
got tired of signing me. in."
The new cards were brought
in, according to McLaughlin; "for
the safety and protection of the
people here. People are present
who don't belong in the buildings~ "-'r·he· -anonymous .scudent,
who did not prove that he was
registered for classes, could be
one of those people in question.

Angry Students Complain: Bureaucracy, as Usual
By MingWong
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Students Represented on P&B
DSSG were not enough, ten members
of the Government's upper and lower
councils will have to quit their positions owing to sub-standard scholarship. In total, there are 20 students
serving in the DSSG councils, which
means that over one half of those currently sitting on the councils cannot
vote. "According to standards set by
the student government itself, all
members have to maintain a G.P A. of
over 2.5. The officers whose grades
fell below that are welcome to remain in their positions ex-officio,
but they will have no voting power,"
maintains Chen, the DSSG Secretary. The DSSG is currently advertising for students interested in filling the vacant positions for the remainder of this semester, until new
elections in May. As Chen point out,
''Though the terms are short, this is
a great opportunity for lower level
students, since they'll be able to stay
on with student government next
year."
As for planned protests against
the latest round ofcuts in the CUNY
. budget proposed by GovemorGeorge
E. Pataki, DSSG is in the midst of
coordinating efforts with other
schools inside the CUNY system,
officers say. This week, according to
Kinzelberg, members of the DSSG
will take part in the first major attempt to rally support from the student body: They will speak in the
classes with the largest number of
students and distribute pamphlets
explaining the negative consequences of possible budget cuts.

If you would like
to announce an
event
at no
charge
please
type and leave in
the Ticker :mailbox in roo1tl1512.

Management Society
February 27, 1997
12:45 - 2:00 pm
Room 1860 360 PAS
Roxanne Wynter
Management 1989
New York Stock
Exchange
Careers in Management
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Recent complaints have surfaced from Baruch students about
the lack of adequate service in
the College's Financial Aid and
Bursar's offices.
Many students have griped
about the long lines that they
have to wait on, especially at the
Bursar's. "1 had to leave my job
early so I could come here to pay
my bill. The line was so long that
.J had to take off from work the
next day just to pay and I was
paying by cash." said Cynthia, a
senior majoring in Accounting.
"There have been more complaints from students regarding
long lines and receiving their
checks. The number one complaint is concerning Financial
Aid. " said Dr. Angela Anselmo, a.
counselor at the SEEK Counseling Center.
Besides the long waits that
the students have to endure at
these offices, they have to put up
with the sometimes aloof, and often discourteous, service.
"They're very impersonal. Every
time I call I could never get
through." said George Hartman,
a peer assistant at the SEEK

ous semester but all she has gotoffices.
Last semester there were ten is the check stub. "A lot of
four SEEK advisors in the Fi- people tell me different reasons
nancial Aid Office. This semester all the time and when I call I can
there is only one to handle the never get an answer. I leave messame workload that once belonged sages and they don't call back."
"It's an incredible bureauto four.
"With the amount of students cracy. The emphasis should be on
that go in, they do not have enough students and academics, not red
people working back there to meet tape." said Anselmo.
For many Baruch students,
"It's an incredible the needs," said Francine, a transfer student who is new to the poor classes are not the only thing takbureaucracy. The em- services at Baruch.
ing up their time. Many have
New students are usually the part-time jobs so they could afphasis should be on
most frustrated at these prob- ford the cost of the tuition that
students and academ- lems.
It is confusing for them to are expected to be increased next
ics, not red tape."
adapt to a new environment while semester and do not have time to
having to deal with the bureau- deal with waiting on lines or becracy at the same time. Many of ing sent around from office to ofwant to come into school and then them fret about getting the "run- fice. "My biggest concern is losend up waiting on line for that." around" when it comes to getting ing students." said Anselmo.
said Anthony, an angry sopho- something settled. Students say
With further cutbacks to
more who is studying Manage- that "they get sent from office to CUNY looming next semester, sigment.
office. "There's confusion the nificant service improvements in
Some of these problems, es- whole time. They send me here the Financial Aid and Bursar's
pecially the lines, stem from the . and then they send me back. offices are unlikely. Students may
large number of students who Things work slow, it's just stu- well be faced with longer lines
come in the beginning of the se- pid," said a student from the soon and poorer service in the upcommester to pay bills, settle finan- to be phased out Education pro- .mg year.
cial aid problems, and collect their gram.
Financial Aid and Bursar's
bursar's receipts, but another key . Vicky, a senior Marketing stu- staffcould not be reached for comreason is the insufficient num- dent, has been trying to" obtain ment owing to their excessive
ber of people that work in these her SEEK check from the previ- workloads.

Counseling Center.
In addition to these problems,
. students have voiced their dis-·
dain about the difficulty of reaching anyone from Financial Aid or
Bursar just to find out information or ask a question. "All I want
is a question answered. 1 don't
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Dr.Ronald Aaron, ~ociate Dean of Students: ron_a~n@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu·

Dr. C~l-:,-ylman,~U'eCto; of Student Life: carl_aylman@SCSli.baruch.cuny.edu
D~bble B~ck,.~ateDirector of Student Life: debbie_bick@scsu.baruch.cuny.-edu
Lisa Goldstein, DIrector of Freshman Orientation: lisa~oldstein@Scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
'
Dr. Samue!.Johnson, Vi~e President for Student DevelopmentJDean of Students: sam-.,johnson@scsu:barucn.cuny.edu
Dr. Carl Kirschner, As~l~tant ~ean o~ Students: carl_kirschner@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
Yvette La~ean~, AdmJ~lstratlveAssistant of Student Life: yvette_Iaureano@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
Sharon LaI, AsSlsta~t Director, O~ce of Student Life: sharon-:lai@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
.
Dr. Mark Spergel, Director of Evemng and Graduate Student Services: mark_spergel@scsu.baruch.-cuny.edu.
Z)_~~~

Evening Session Student Association: essa@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
Graduate Student Assembly: gsa@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
Hillel Foundatio~ of New York: hillel_fou.ndation@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
Newman Catholic Center: newman_center@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
Student Computer Services Unit: scsu@scsu.baruch.cunv.edu
Counseling Center: counseling_center@scsu.baruch.cunY.edu
S~_

The Graduate Voice: the_graduate_voice@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
The Reporter: the_reporter@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
The Ticker: the_ticker@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu

Day Session Student Government: dssg@listserver.scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
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Note: To subscribe to aIistserver,. send an e-mail message to the Iistserver address shown above with SUJJSCRmE as thesubj~.
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Baruch College: http://www.baruch.cuny.eduJ
Baruch College School of Business: http://bus.baruch.cuny.edu
City University of New York: http://www.cuny.edu/
Student Development and Counseling: http://www.scsu.baruch.cuny.edu
The Ticker: http://www.scsu.baruch.cuny.edulscsu/media/tickerhome.html
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This directory is maintained by the Student Computer Services Unit (SCSU), and published by The Ticker as a public service. The SCSU was
created by the Bernard M. Baruch College Association, Inc. to provide grganizations funded by the College Association with computer-related
services. To submit Baruch College related e-mail information, questions, or to report difficulties, errors, or omissions in this directory, please send
e-mail to scsu@scsu.baruch.cuny.edu. Please note that due to the limited nature of the SCSU's mandate and resources, the SCSU does not provide
services (such as e-mail accounts, and dial-up connections, and Internet access) to the general College community. Also, please note that due to the
space limitations of this page, the featured department section will be published on a rotating basis, and at the discretion of the SCSU and The
Ticker.
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Student Governments Lose Ground During Budget Crisis
continued from front page

job and there is apathy, unfortunately student governments don't
do succession planning," says
Johnson.
According to David Kinzleberg,
President of DSSG, although his
Government has lost "voting members"- many ofthe empty positions
· are people displaced by scheduling problems;"All those who have
resigned are still around and helping out-no one hasl 1i~sapp~~~ed."
Three DSSG Council members
were dismissed owing to-academic
.standards but majority of DSSG
Council members were deemed in· ~ligible because they are registered
for more evening classes than day.
"It's not an academic problem,"
says Kinzelberg. "It's a grid prob- .
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lern and the fault ofthe administration."
At the most vulnerable point in
the school year, with impending
budget cuts likely to result in a
tuition hike, when students need to
be organized: Johnson says he is
worried that the lack ofDSSG members who· have experience would
effect stu.dentorganizing. ''We need
student representatives in spring
because of the lobbying effort in
spring. We' need them to be strong
and healthy. In my opinion, we do
not have enough experienced
people. We have a few.leaders with
experience to get a lot of students
organized."
In the past, the notion of combining student governments has

been approached, but recent student governments have teen
against the idea. "1 feel we have a
very inefficient structure," says
Johnson. "Any time we try to discuss changing anything students
feel we are taking something away
from them. I believe there is an
advantage to having a unified student government."
The three student governments
control over a half a million dollars, which is collected 'in the form
of student activity fees each semester. "Most people give their
money and walk away," aays '
Johnson. "A lot ofmoney is spent in
a way that I think would shocka lot
of people if they took a good look at
it."
~
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"It's not an academic problem it's a
grid problem and the fault of the
,administration."
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The Ticker is published bi-weekly, eight
times a semester, by The
Ticker editorial· staff at
360 Park Ave. South, New
York, NY 10010, Room
1522 (Internet
E-Mail
the ticker@scsu.sitea.
bar:uch.cuny.edu). _All
work except printing is
dona-by Baruch undergraduate and graduate
students. All typed and
signed contributions and
letters are' welcome, and
should be mailed to the
above address (or E-mail
address).
Our office is open during regular school hours.
Any display or advertising questions should be
directed to the advertising Manager or Managing Editor at th e above
address.

Sigrid Hanser-Ifrah. didn't get
pregnant
to go on welfare. ' She
.
gave birth to her daughter in the
throes of connubial bliss, but like
some episodes in everybody's life,
things turned to shit, she decided
to dump the bum, and herein lies
the story of a woman trying to fend
for herself, get a college degree and
fight off paranoid Republicans i.e.
George Pataki at the same time.
An upper level senior carrying a
3.3 GPA in Psychology, Sigy Hanser
has been told that she will be
dropped from the Welfare rolls in
21 days (ten weeks before she
graduates with a bachelor's degree)
if she refuses to take WEP (Work
Employment
Program) job
sweeping the streets of Brooklyn
and the Bronx because, as per the
new' welfare rules and, in
accordance with Governor Pataki's
"NY Works" program, "regulations
require any full time CUNY
students to perform at least_26
.hours of workfare a week in order
to remain eligible for home reliefor
aid to families with dependent
children."
According to a
press release received from State
SenatorJohn Marchi's office, "Work
assignment for those students are
at locations throughout NYC and
are often a great distance from the
student's home campus."
Possibly because of an oversight
bu t more likely out of sheer
stupidity, the governor's boys at
the NYC Human Resources
Administration refuse to designate
any CUNY campuses as worksites.
I guess Ms. Hanser needs to take
remedial sanitation to qualify for
the distinction of graduating with
'honors from the#12 rated business
school in the United States and to
begin paying state and local taxes,
hence the externshipCQARBAGE
101) out in the wilds ofMott Haven.
Statistical information by CUNY
indicates that the current method
of implementi~g the' workfare
requirement has hindered the
degree programs of students on
welfare and has significantly
discouraged enrollment in higher
education
programs
by welfare
.. " i·
\"'.1
.
_.
,

Brennon Marcano
Features Editor
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By: Coby L. Herd

Coby L. Herd
Exhale editor
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recipientsvSo if'S Catch-,22. _Those

BUNGLERS INSIDE THE (herselfan honor student by the way),
BELTWAY want you to get an going to school full time, juggling the
out by the
education to get off the public "pittance' of cash -doled
.
.
powers
that
be
and
then'
get
on a,
money rolls but continue tomake
the acquisition ofa 'college degree subway heading for the Bronx to
fullfill yJtr street cleaning job
required by the state to keep those
food stamps coming. I'd also like to
mention that Sigy Hanser is a 51
year old grandmother who had never
been on the public dole until her
lovable mate decided to shop around
for a newer model, possibly something
in the sportscar line, Doink!
Well the WEP counselor
apparently gave her the wrong advice
(where you will actually pay according to the Center for College
taxes) impossible. And if this Options. "Students failing to respond
wasn't bad enough, Ms. Hanser to the WEP notice and continuing to
had been told by her WEP pursue a college degree can lose all
counselor that she had the right their public assistance benefits,"
to refuse certain jobs in the hopes states Maxine Henry, one of the
that one closer to her home center's supervisors. Hey don't worry
campus might become eligible. Sigy, this is a tenant's state. The
After all,' you try raising a-kid landlord can't throw you out for about

... the bright side is
that the Bronx
and Brooklyn will,
have the shiniest streets in
Welfare-ville.

I

-e

'.

If'-

I

six months and by that time you
should be working even though
you'll be three or four months
behind on every bill in the world.
Just' don't eat until the Fourth of
July! Cut down on your showers
too. Or maybe tow the political
. line, take the street cleaning job in
Bed-Sty and put your education on
hold. After all, middle America
says this Welfare Junk has gone
just, ~oo far, let people take some
personal responsibility, go out and
get some work; damn-it!
Well as usual those PUTZ'S ON
THE POTOMAC have just taken a
good idea (put a time cap on cash
benefits while educating America's
welfare recipients) and shot it all
to hell. By the time any politician
can introduce an amendment to
this law, the State of New York
will have the most accomplished
street cleaning crew in the nation
continued .on page 8
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continued from page 7
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so Pataki is doing a good job of
as
~ complying with the federal
~Q) guidelines, ... he has in effect,
-5 educated the poor. Educated them
i= to be minimum wage earners with
Q)

no chance of gaining respect. But
the' bright side is that the Bronx
and Brooklyn will have the shiniest
streets on the planet.
The facts remain. State
and local agencies are uncertain
how the newly signed Personal
Responsibility
and
Work
Opportuni ty Act of 1996, better'
known as the Welfare Reform Act,
will affect those making the
transition from welfare to' the
workforce. The new two-year limit
will cut out almost all higher
education programs.
Judith
Watts of Agenda for Children
believes that welfare reform will
be "a major disincentive for women
to go for higher education." No

longer will the emphasis be on
education , the target will be to get
as many people into the workforce
in as little time a s possible,
regardless of their skills.
Would any sane woman with a
couple of kids take a job paying
minimum wage coupled with no
government help to better
themselves by earning a college
degree? Why would they? That's
precisely the reason many would
rather remain on the welfare rolls
that duke it out with the rest of us
in society trying to earn a daily
wage. Who needs the aggravation?
Better to stay home watching Rikki
Lake in hopes that someday some
man stupid enough to take on her
brood will come a calling. As a guy
who's been working for the last
twenty-five years will tell you, I
really can't blame them. Life's
hard enough as it is without having
to worry about upper class do-:

<

gooders trying to make your life· government in Albany? What do
look more respectable by promising . they think these college students
you opportunity and than pulling are going to be doing on. the
campuses of CUNY? Slacking off
the rug out from under your feet.
their jobs? Ever seen a workfare
'1 There is a solution to all of this
BullSh*t. Two state legislators crew cleaning up the parks ofNYC?
have. introduced a bill that would Does anybody think these guys are
designate CUNY campuses as actually earning their $8.00 per
workfare sites, thus allowing hour? But we do live in a democracy
studentsto work where they study. and when the votes are in, the
And even though the students majority counts around here. Even
would have to 'put aside 26 hours if they're too stupid to tie their own
per week which they normally shoelaces, the powers that be in
would have been doing homework, Albany have decided that welfare
this would make it easier to recipients must work 26 hours per
accomplish their goal, which was week cleaning the streets of NYC.
in the first place to get a college If there is a moral to this little
education and to get off of the episode in bureaucracy, it's that
welfare rolls. SenatorJohnMarchi welfare mothers will continue to be
from Staten Island and State discriminated against by middleAssemblyman Roberto Ramirez put aged fat men who make the laws in
Senate bill#S. 7526 for a vote before this country. And that BITES!
the State legislature last year. Madeline Albright, our 1st woman
THE BILL WAS SHOT DOWN! Secretary of State should be
Who's running this circus they call disgusted with her colleagues.
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WEP: Does it really work at all?
Read on and YOU Decide!
Interview with a former
New York City 'Workfare'
participant

a PAC program .which is actually like an
LG: And so, in the WEP program, after you
umbrella WEP program. If you can get on that
program -- it's very limited, they don't tell you pay for carfare and to eat, do you have any
about it-than you might get something out of money left over for anything else?
the program, but you still won't get a job. And
WEP: No, not really. There's maybe $20
This is an transcript of an interview with a that's the main thing -you want ajob out of this
left (per paycheck) and that's it. That's gone.
former participant in New York city's whole program.
Workfare program. The interview is taken
LG: So, you're doing work, but it sounds You still have to buy lunch, you still have to
from the on-line publication NY@WORK like you get no training. Did this lead to a job travel. That's gone.
where it is available in both text and real audio.
WEP: No it didn't; it didn't lead to a
LG: At the different worksites, are you
You can reach NY@WORK at http:// job. The only thing that lead to a job was my
afforded the same protections as the City
www .igrc.apc.org/nyCDworkl
own- experience and my own talking that got workers? In other words if you have to do
Linda Gross talks with A Former WEP me ajob but nothing that they ever sent me out hazardous work or something?
on got me ajob. NO.
Participant
LG: And when you get this WEP
WEP: No, you're not. If you don't speak up,
assignment,
do
they
take
into
considerLG: I'm going to be speaking today
you won't get raingear, you won't get gloves,
ation
all
this
experience
that
you
had
had
with someone who has been in the Work
you won't get anything the City workers get.
before?
Experience Program in New York City and
You're just a body and you're just there and if
WEP:
No.
Not
really.
To
them,
just
try to get a sense of what it's like doing that
they tell you to do something because there's
another
job.
Doesn't
matter
if
you're
a
Ph.d.
sort of work and what it really means for the
no job description on what you can and can't
or a scholar, you're still going to pick up ~o -- so if they tell you to do something, you
City. He chooses to remain anonymous in
this interview. You recently were in the Work garbage regardless. It doesn't make a differ- Just go ahead and do it. And if you refuse, you
ence.
.
Experience Program. But before we get to
can get sanctioned, or they' II throw you out of
LG: Andon these WEPassignments,
that, can you tell us a little bit about your own
the site and that's it.
you're often doing the kind of work that
background before you got to that point.
-City workers do, if I'm right. They have
~G:. Can you give some examples of
WEP: OK . Before I came there I
union benefits, union wages. So, for exthat? LIke In the Parks Department, things
was working at the Central Park Zoo as a
ample, before the interview, we talked about
w~ere maybe you didn't get equipment or
maintenance worker. I worked there for
painting. If you did painting, what would
CIty workers did!
six years. Then I got laid off and then I
that mean as far as your wage compared to
started collecting unemployment and my
the City worker's wage?
.
. WEP: Well, I first started out working,
unemployment ran .out and then I went on
It rained and we refused to get in the truck
WEP: None. They're getting $22/hour
P A, on welfare and I stayed on welfare
because we had no raingear. We refused to get
and we're getting nothing; I'm just
until now, until the present time. And
Into the truck until we actually got raingear, A
getting my benefits which can be from
that's basically it on that on the welfare
week later, ~e finally got raingear, so we
$176. to $68.50 (every two weeks), it
thing.
could go out Into the rain and work - - which
can be that low. And that's all you're.
, LG: And as a part of this you were
made no sense to me -- but it took about a
getting.
.
given a Work Experience Program assignweek. And gloves, we got gloves right away
ment. Is that correct? Can you explain what
LG: So hourly -- what was your wage
because we needed them because we couldn't
that means?
hourly?
~ork. Boots, stuff like that, t -shirts, it took a
time. It took about a month before we got all
WEP: My assignment was to clean parks; WEP: Hourly? Less than minimum wage.
our stuff and coats.
that was my assignment to clean parks, to pick
LG: And there was no compensation to
up garbage in the parks. No training, no job
continued on page 9
experience, no nothing until I actually got on even bring you up to minimum wage?
WEP: No. None. There is no compensation.
>

(

WEP
..
continued from page 8

LG: Suppose you went out and you
didn't have the right equipment and you refused to do the job, what would happen?
~

WEP: You could get sanctioned; they
can tell you to go home. They'd probably tell
you to go home and don't come back or, ifyou
do come back, come back but we might not
want you here again and you have to go to
another site, or go back to orientation and go
somewhere else because they don't want you
there.
LG: So you're not afforded the same protections and benefits. What is it like -- is it a
strange scene on payday?
WEP: Definitely it's a strange scene. These
guys are making $800- $900/every two
-weeks and you don't have anything. You
have just like I said before, lint in your
pocket and that's it. Some of the guys might
feel sorry for you and buy you lunch or
breakfast but that's it; that's as far as it
goes.
LG: It sounds, however, like everybody
wants to work.
WEP: Oh definitely. Everybody wants to
work. Everybodywants to work but like
they're saying.tbere's no work. They can
. find you jobs" but' there' s no work. We don't
understand that...

Governor Patald
\

ANTED'
For The Crime of Proposing :
$ 400 increase in Tuition

50 % TAP Reduction of Pell Grant for TAP
$ 2.5 Million Reduction in Baruch College Budget
Every year, the State proposes to reduce the budget and increase
tuition to cover the cost of Public Education. Every year the
students stand up and defend our right to affordable education.
Last Year we took a Stand !
This year we will build a Movement! U
For more information or to help, contact:

Day SessionStudent Government
360 Park Avenue South
Room 1531
(212) 802 - 6790
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ARE YOU A LEADER OR A FOLLOWER?
STUDENT ELECTIONS WILL BE HELD
THE WEEK OF MAY· if 1997

CD

Dr. Pepper & Seven Up·
The Morgan- Witter Merger to Create a Finance Giant
announced, "Morgan Stanley
stock closed at 65-1/4, up from
57 -3/8, and Dean Witter stock

!
If you are a leader, consider running for one of the following elected offices:

DSSG (Day Session Student Governlnent)
PRESIDENT, VICE PRESIDENT, TREASURER, SECRETARY
UPPER COUNCIL (JUNIOR, SENIOR)
LOWER COUNCIL (FRESHMAN/SOPHOMORE

ESSA (Evening _Session Student AsselDbly)

.r-

.
Investing In BankruptCIes
"

ASSEMBLY MEMBERS (OFFICERS ELECTED INTERNALLY)

Part One
GSA (Graduate Student Asaembly]

By Victoria S. Harris

BOARD MEMBERS (OFFICERS ELECTED INTERNALLy)

OR MEMBER OF ANY OF THE
FOLLOWING BOARDS/COMMITTEES:

-University Student Senate (U.S.B.) Representative and Alternate
• Faculty/Student Disciplinary" Commrrtee
• COID.D1unications Board
• Student Center Board
• Student Media Council
• Auxiliary Enterprises Corporation
.
• Board of Directors of the Bernard M. Baruch College
.Association, Inc., (day undergrads only).
Candidacy declaration applications arid party charter forms will be available beginning
Monday, Feb.24th at the
STUDENT CENTER, RM.1512 360 PARK'AVENUE SOUTH
o
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resolve its debts via an equitable
distribution of assets to its creditors. There are several bankruptcy
_ filing situation~, bu~ bankruptcy
investors are primarily concerned
with Chapters 7 and 11. .
In a Chapter? proceeding, the
assets of the failed ~ompany are
sold by a c0u:t-apPointed trustee
for the best price, The proceeds are

Many people are familiar with
the basic mechanics ofinvesting in
corporate stocks and bonds and
other vehicles, such as mutual
funds, etc.
However, very few
people are familiar with a relatively obscure investment which
has the potential for very high
"yields-bankruptcy situations. Investing in a bankruptcy situation
involves purchasing the bank
debts, bonds, accounts receivable
"Tn order to be a
and/or trade claims (collectively
successful
bankreferred to herein as "paper" or
it
"debt") of a bankrupt company at a ruptcy investor,
substantial discount.
Profit is is imperative that
made on the difference between
what is paid for the discounted you know ~ rules
paper and-the amount received on of the ba'nkruptcy
that claim pursuant to a confirmed
game
an d
h oio
plan of reorganization. For example, you could buy discounted they are app l ie d-"
paper at 40 cents on the dollar and
in a year or two receive 60 to 80
then distributed to the creditors
cents on the dollar, or even par.
In order to be a successful bank- and the debtor is discharged from
ruptcy investor, it is imperative its liabilities.
A Chapter 11 proceeding'-~llows
that you know the rules ofthe bankruptcy game and how they are ap- the debtor to continue in business
.
plied. The bankruptcy rules are with the goal of rehabilitating .~tcontained in federal statutory law self so that it can use future earnunder Title 11 of the United States ings to pay off its creditors. ChapCode ("11 USC"). The law allows a ter 11 is intended to function as a
debtor who is unable to meet its ""social policy", in that it grants a
obligations to develop a plan to failing company a "fresh start" or
\.

second chance. Chapter 11 can be submit a plan to the court proposeither voluntary or involuntary ing how the debtor can repay its
(initiated by creditors).
Either creditors. Any plan submitted to
w.ay, current management retains the court must be approved by the
control ofthe company under court stockholders and creditors. The
supervision. Benefits of Chapter plan of reorganization must pro11 include (i) creditors are prohib- vide full, detailed disclosure of the
ited (stayed) from pursuing any official claimants, the types of
outside actions to .collect from the bonds and claims the company has
debtor and (ii) tax benefits are against it, the priority of those
gained because the IRS allows for- claims, the company's, proposed
given debt (which makes the debtor turnaround strategy and a distrisolvent) to be excluded from in- bution timetable.
come.
The proposed plan divides the
There are many strategies for creditors into classes. Classes of
investing in bankrupt companies. creditors are paid according to the
One is to investin the preferred or Absolute Priority Rule. This rule
common stock of a bankrupt comstates that each class of liability
pany. This strategy isadvisable claims must be paid in full before
only after the plan of reorganiza- the ~ext:categoryc~~ receive e~en
tion has been confirmed by- thepartla1 payment. All the claims
court. However, the'focus of this " will be prioritized a~cordin~ to t~e
article will be the more interesting plan of reorg~nIzatIo~. ~he availsituation ofinvesting in the debt of able cash WIll be dlstnbute,d to
defaulted companies undergoing satisfy the ~lai~s of each class ~y
the Chapter 11 reorganization pro- order of priority. Once cash IS
.
exhausted, property and common
cess.
The Chapter 11 Bankruptcy Pro- stock will be prorated to the recess. After a Chapter 11 petition maining classes. Most often, the
is filed the debtor has 120 days the preferred and common share(plus ~ny extensions of time hold~rs will receive ~othing. ~e
granted) to file its proposed reor- pending on the severI~y of the SItuganization plan with the court. atio~, unsecur~dcre~Itors may.not
This is called the exclusivity pe- receive anything either. Claims
riod. After the exclusivity period
continued on page 12
expires, any interested party can
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successfully crammed· down, the
classes below it generally must receive nothing. When a plan is confirmed, payments are made to the
creditors. These payments can be
a combination of cash,' property
and stock of the debtor. Classes
of creditors may ban together to
pursue their mutual interests. To
one unfamiliar with the bankruptcy process, it appears that
the senior creditors do not have
an incentive to pay anything to
the junior creditors. However,
the power of the junior creditors
lies in the fact that they can slow
down the bankruptcy process by
litigating against the seniors. The
longer the case remains in Chapter 11, the higher the expenses
become, which translates into
further depletion of the debtor's
assets and less for everyone involved. Thus, senior creditors have
been known to typically give up 20
- 30% of their recovery to the junior
classes to expedite the bankruptcy
process,

sion. If this is the case, the admin ~ title them to receive property of an
istrativefees will have top priority. equal value to the allowed claim
0'>
. ~ between the secured and preferred
2. Administrative fees (court fees, amount, or that a junior class not
.receive any property due to their
C\i stock (unsecured and trade claims) lawyers, accountants, etc.)
~ are often given the same class claim
3.' IRS and employee claims junior status.
~ priority, which means that they
(wages, pensions, etc.).
.0 receive a distribution on a "pari
4. Secured bonds (regular & sub"For a plan to be apIf passu" or equal basis. The typical ordinated);
proved by the court, -it
hierarchy of creditors is as follows:
5. Trade claims.
6. Unsecured bonds (regular must be in the best in1. Debtor in Possession. In
some cases, the court assigns a and subordinated)
'1. Preferred and common share- terests of thecreditrustee who will automatically locate a bank to lend the company holders.
tors. "
For a plan to be approved by the
money to enable it to stay afloat
during the reorganization process. court, it must be in the best interThe bankruptcy judge can apThe lending bank becomes the ests of the creditors. In other words,
debtor in possession, and it will be creditors must receive more than prove a plan even if a class of
given top priority over all other" they would in a Chapter 7liquida- creditors does not accept it. This
claims. If a bank line of credit is tion. For a plan to be fair and situation is called a "cram down".
not needed, the deb-tor itselfis con- equitable to a class of dissenting, According to the absolute priority
sidered to be the debtor in posses- unsecured creditors, it must en- rule, for a dissenting class to be
,.....

~

Con tin ued from page 11
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Ifyou are:
.
• afreshman or sophomore ••

.
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What vou need to know to analyze an investment in Chapter 11
debt. Bankruptcy investment
requires a different type of financial analysis than an equity investment. It involves not only looking
at the turnaround possibilities of
the company within its industry,
but also a thorough evaluation of
the balance sheet, the earnings
potential, plan of reorganization
and the bankruptcy litigation process (including, 'thereputation of .
the assigned Judge and the nature and extent of the inter-creditor disputes). Most importantly,
you must evaluate the timing of
the bankruptcy process, as it has
a direct effect on the value of any
investment you make. Bankruptcy
investing is an interesting process. It is very complicated, but
when done correctly, it can be very
rewarding. In part two of this
article, I will detail the valuation
aspects ofbankruptcy investments.

Don't forget to read
the next issue on
"Lnvest.ing In
j
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is having a meeting for writers and editors to meet
and discuss the next issue on
Thursday, February 13, 1996 during club hours in
Room 1522,360 Park Avenue South. If you are
interested in joining, come visit our office and talk
to our editors for writing opportunities and
possible editorial position.
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Da te: M ar ch 3 to M ar ch 14 , 19 97
Ti lll e: 10 AM to 7 PM
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G U N G H A Y FAT C H O Y !

..

by Bre nno n Ma rcan o
The corn er of Whi te
Stre et and Bro adw ay had
been well beyo nd its u s u a l
quo ta all day as stre ams of
brig ht colo rs and glit ters
flow ed past it's old sign post s. Now as the sun goes
dow n the stre ams mak e a
V-tu rn back to the corn er
and form an ocea n of hap y
face s that blen d with the
kale idos cope .
"Gu ng
hay
fat choy !" yell s one of the
littl e part icip ants who had
to be one of the hap pies t
fire crac kers I've seen in a
whi le. The olde r folk s join
in at thei r o w n disc reti on.
"Gu ng hay fat choy !" or as
it was poli tely tran slat ed
to me "its the yea r of the
.
ox. "
Feb ruar y 7th mar ks
the star t of the Chi nese
New Yea r and this yea r is
the year of the Ox. "Ox es

are very frie ndly peop le,"
says Ann ie, one of t h.e
Whi te Stre et part icip ants .
"It is an hon or to be born
un d e r the s i g n 0 f the ·0 x ,"
she adds . In fact it is an
hon or to be born und er any
of the 12 sign s of the Chinese Zod iac as they all
hav e posi tive prof iles. The

Rat, whi ch was last year 's
anim al, bree ds amb itiou s
and sinc ere peop le who are
also gen erou s with thei r
fina ncia l reso urce s. Tho se
born und er this yea r's Ox
are lead ers and are brig ht
and chee rful
and
thos e
that will com e nex t year
will join the Tig er's pack
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Fo r Gr ea t Savingc; On United Air(inee;;.
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To make reservations, call United at 1-800-241-6522
or your travel professiona I.
Please reference Weekender Zone Fare Certificate AV0027.
$129 roundtrip
$189 roundtrip
$269 roundtrip
$189 roundtrip
$109 roundtrip

TERMS AND CONDITIONS:

Promo Code: AV0027
.
Valid Carrier: United A.irl ines/Shuttle by United/United Express
Valid Routing: Rounctnp travel must begin and end In the 48 contiguous United
States (IUCOiAKIHI excluded) All travel must be via the routes of UA In which
UA
publishes Economy Class fares One way traver/stopovers/CIrcle tripzopen segment
s/
waltllstlng/standby are not permitted. Open Jaw permitted. (Il and CO excluded
as
originidestlnatlon: tlOiiever. comecnors tr.rougn CHIlO EN are permitted)
Valid TIcket Dates: reb 1 through May 15.1997
Not valid for travelloifrom IUCO/AK/Hl.
Valid Travel Dates: Feb 15 thrwgh jU/l 6. i 997 A11lra\€1 msi oe ~iele t1y Jun 6, 1997
Blackout Dates: 1997Mar 22, 29 Apr 5.12 Outbound travel must be on flights
To enjoy these low Weekender Zone Fares - plus earn Mileage Plus®
rjep~rtmg on Saturday, With return travel or. flights the Monday
follOWing departure, or
the luesday follOWing departure if the passenger IS traveling between zones A-C
credit on your trip - just call your travel professional or United to
Class of Service: Vclass. (Seats are capacity controlled and must be available in
reserve your flight and redeem your certificate
the
required booking Inventory at the time reservations are confirmed)
To receive these savings, use your MasterCarct<B"; card to purchase an
~ Pwchase: Within 24 hrs of rrnking reservations. at 1easl14
daysprior to departure
E-TicketSM between Feb 1, 1997 and May 15, 1997 for travel between
ManIMax Stay: Saturday-night stay minimum. RETURN TRAVEL MUST BE THE IMMEFeb 15. 1997 and June 6. 1997. Outbound travel good on flights depart- DIATE MONDAY FOLLOWING DEPARTURE: AN EXCEPTION FOR TRAVEL BETWEEN
ZONES
ing on Saturday. Retum travel good on flights returning tre Monday follow- A-C. RETURN CAN ALSO BE THE IMMEDIATE TUESDAY FOLLOWING DEPARTURE
ing OOparture (An exception for travel between zones A-C. Return travel may Mifeage Plus Accrual: Discounted travel is e!igible for Mileage Plus credit
TIcketing: E-Ticketing only (electronic ticket:ng service).
also be on the Tuesday following OOparture)
T~ QIarges: ~I tees. taxes m ~ irdLX:1i~ ~ Fevlity
Char93s
(~ to $12) lie IrerespoclSblity (J !tilpassellge: em rrost oe paid If tifre
oIlidairY;l
.Zone Definitions:
Cert Restrictions: Certificate is required for diSl:ount and must be presented at
lime
Zone A - AL. AR. C1, DC, DE. FL. GA. IA. IN, KY, LA. MA. MD, ME.
ofticketing. Accept original certificate only. Non-extendible. non-combinable
with
MI. MN. MO. MS. NC. NH." NJ. NY. OH. PA. RI. SC. TN. VA. vt. WI, WV other air travel certificates or discount fare offers (Mileage
Plus awards/SilverWings
Zone B- 10. KS. MT. NO. NE. NM. OK. SO. TX. UT. WY
awardS/convention/group/lour/senior citizen/studenVchi IdIlravel package/lravel
industry discounV military/govemmenVjomVinterline/wholesalelbulk),
Zone C- Al. CA, NV. OR, WA
Not valid for travel to/trom IUCO/AKlHI

o

C

m

Roundtrip Ror es
Within Zone A or B
Between Zone A & Zone B
Between Zone A & Zone C
Between Zone B & Zone C
Within lone C

Promo Code: AV0027
Ticket Designator: AVOO27
Travel Complete: June 6. 1997

m

~
I

not replaceable if lost or stolen No cash value: may not be sold or bartered
Protection
for flight Irreg~larities will be on United/United Express/Shuttle by United flights
only.
Discount applies to new purchases only and will not behonoree retroactively
or in
connection With the exchange of any wholly or partially unused ticket. One ticket
per
certificate redeemed Void if altered or duplicated
n~ting R~cti.ons: Non-refundable Non-transferable after ticketing. Change in
onqm ordestination IS not permitted Tickets MAY BE revalidated for a $50 per ticket fee.
©1gg7 MasterCard International Incorporated

detailedf~·

ApRcy TlCketiIIIlDtracttils: see $*P&WAY1827 for
1.Treat as Type '1\ Discount Cflrtificate
.
.
. . ..,..
-use Fare Basis Code: VE1411STU
.
. VE14IISTD (zanes A-&)
-Use Ticket Designator:.AVW1
.. . ...

-Endorsement Box: VALID UA QM.YJNon-Ref/NOJtirrChaIQIs: .
2. Refer to ARC Industry AQe!1IS';Handbook. sedioil6.0fOr.~ ... . .

3. Faillre In~ W!lhllcmixl PWoscookhesulin c*Dt~.
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and be fort hrig ht, s e n s i tive and very cour ageo us.
Afte r the Tige r com es the
Rab bit,
Dra gon ,
Sna ke,
Hor se,
She ep,
Mon key,
Cock , Dog and fina lly Boa r.
"Th e Dra gon is suppose d to be the best ," says
Pea rl Che n, an asia n studen t at Bar uch Coll ege. "It
is beli eved that boys born
in the yea r of the drag on
are som ewh at imp eria l."
"No t only boys but
any kid born duri ng the
year of the drag on is believ ed to be very spec ial,"
add s Joan ne Guo , ano ther
asia n stud ent at Bar uch
Coll ege.
The
stre ets tonigh t thou gh show rro favori tes, for whe ther it's
t.h e .yea rof the Rat or Ox,
to ever yon e it is t he star t
of a new yea r and that
alon e is bles sing enou gh.

E x p lo re Y o u r W o rl d W it h A IE S E C
by And rew Reli ef
At the end of the Seco nd
Wor ld War, lead ers from acro ss
the free worl d came toge ther
to form an allia nce of "pea cekeep ers" for the worl d. This allianc e is know n as the Unit ed
Nati ons and their miss ion was
to prev ent oppr essiv e lead ers
fron t ever risin g to pow er
agai n. How ever whil e the lead·~rs of the worl d were form ing
the Unit ed Nati ons, the futu re
lead ers of the worl d were
form ing their . own unit ed nations " .AIESEC.
AIES EC (Inte rnati onal Associa tion of Stud ents In Econom ics and Com merc e) was
born when a srna ll grou p of student s from a hand ful of Euro pean coun tries gath ered togeth er in an effor t to prev ent
anot her worl d war thro ugh an
exch ange of cultu res. They believe d that igno ranc e was the
caus e of hatre d. And if we brea k
down that igno ranc e and learn
to resp ect each othe r .and then
the worl d will come toge ther
and work towa rds a brig hter
futu re for all.. The orga niza tion
acco mpli shes this by send ing
·stud ents to coun tries arou nd

the worl d. In their new hom e,
they have an oppo rtun ity to
work and live in that envi ronmen t. Toda y, almo st fifty year s
later , AIES EC cont inue s to work
towa rds that goal and their
mess age has attra cted hundred s of stud ents worl dwid e
mak ing them the larg est student -run orga niza tion on the
face of the plan et. And with
chap ters or "com mitte es" in almost 90 coun tries arou nd the
world , AIES Ee conti nues to grow
into the 21st cent ury and beyond .
In orde r to "trac k" their
prog ress each year, the AIES EC
chap ter of the Unit ed Stat es,
hold s its annu al Nati onal Conferen ce wher e local com mittees from acro ss the V nited
Stat es meet to discu ss whe re
the orga nizat ion. is and whe re
it is going . This year . I had the
hono r to be invit ed by AIES EC
Baru ch to parti cipa te in their
conf eren ce held in Was hing ton
D.C .. Span ning over an entir e
week duri ng the New Year 's
holid ay, the Nati onal conf erence was direc ted towa rds all
type s of stud ents: from the
youn g, fresh "AIE SEC er" to the

most expe rienc ed vete ran.
Imag ine: hund reds of student s from acro ss the coun try
and arou nd the worl d conv ening in one locat ion with one purpose: to chan ge the worl d. As I
roam ed the hote l from day to
day.. I notic ed stud ents network ing with othe r stud ents shar ing ideas and cultu res. And
as I look ed arou nd I felt the
pres ence of amb itiou s futu re
lead ers of the worl d. Stud ents
with a drea rn, a visio n to master their indu stry and rise to the
high est leve ls. of exce llenc e.
In addi tion, elect ions were
held to choo se the next leadershi p of AIES EC Unit ed State s.
Cam paig ning was held all week
as cand idate s shar ed thei r vision of AIES EC and goals for the
corm ng year .
In a setti ng such as this,
AIES EC insp ires dete rmin ation
and help s stud ents achi eve
their goal s in life. Stud ents are
able to enha nce thei r netw orking skill s, learn more abou t the
chan ging glob al envi ronm ent of
the
busi ness
worl d,
and
broa den their know ledg e of
othe r coun tries 'and . cultu res.
The work shop s and sem rnar s

are infor mati ve, detai led, and
usef ul for all stud ents . Work shop topic s rang ed from inter -view ing skill s to glob al issue s"
such as hum an righ ts viola tions
in Chin a. And whe n the inten sive train ing sessi ons of the day
came to an end, the socia l aspect of the nigh t bega n. AlES EC's
mott o in life is work hard and
play hard er. Each nigh t was
filled with nons top parti es that
tame d the mos t timi d stud ent
into a danc ing, sing ing socia li te.
The conf eren ce is an expe rienc e alls' tude nts can bene fit
from . As the 21st cent ury approa ches , t.h e pote ntia l of
the wor ld grow s larg er as
the barr iers that sepa rate
us begi n to brea k dow n.
AIE SEC is prov idin g a bridg e
to that futu re righ t here ,
righ t now '- As a mem ber of
AIE SEC , you will have the
opp ortu nity to atte nd confere nces such as this, improv e you rsel f and chan ge
the wor ld in the proc ess
Join AIE SEC -Ba ruch toda y
and
prep are. to
expl ore
you r wor ld!
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To tlie Cheetleaders,
Hope your Valentine's (j)ay is as special'as you a{{are.
(]ood {uc~at competition andIets k!~ up the good wor~
?d.}l.'W

(Brennon,
I have always wantedyou andnow is our chance. ?deet me at tlie
spotfor you tnow wfiat! -eyou 'Know ?de!
C\J
T"""

Stacey P,
~ou eli brino no poncfia-cream or sorrelfor meli. (But dat is
.•
0 'riglit, you stiff is meli 'Valentine CliunkJ1Iun~!
Tuieety (j3ird
'Io Lisa e:t qlen,
?day eacli Valentine's (]Jay 6riTllJ a deeper Cove. Conoraturations!

-Praci
Dear Littfe tliing,
Happy qlafentines.
9t1.aha{'Kjta;
-Puzz6aff
P,-

Have a great 'Valentine's (j)ay! Someday yourprincess wi[[
come...tliankafor a{[your Iooe e:l support.
-Squirt

Wa~

'To Pam :M..,
it up, girl, wa~ it up! J{appy 'Valentine's (j)ay.
-Traci
Pear{,
'You said'you would' marry me.
'Wliere's tlie ·ring?
([)avid1(,

J{ey Stud! Leave meyour scraps this Valentine's (j)ay.
;Imir,
Now that your hand' lias healed, you 'Valentine's (])ay
won't 6e so Conefy.
eTo tlie .Jfarufsome SpanisliSecurity quardwlio's eyes are
6rown aruf s~n cofor of canner Seeing you sometimes
tnak,ss my da:y. :Happy o/-Q)ay Jfanasome.
..LPantlier One
Carl:,
Happy Vafentine's (]Jay. '11ian~ for roerytliing.
jEfiza6etIi
To ~y One andOnfy Love, James (Spanish C[u6)
I rea[[y wouUf uk! you to as~ me to 6eyour vafentine, 6ut
witli a[[the girrs aroundyou, I wouUfonfy be anotlierBir[
I reaffy fiks you, and thinftyour tlie cutest 1.(J(j) in sclioo[
Happy Valentine's (]Jay.
-Love, C.
'To q'erry,
J{appy Vafentine to tlie sweetest andcoofest cliictin tlie
education dept. -Prom f£:(-f£ducation 9dajor
eTo Joe Horse,
S~aryourc~~ S~aryourte~

Sugaryourpenis
and stic~it in me. -'You 7(now wlio

Po~

(Be my Valentine!

q'o Po~
I want you 6utt na~dwitli chocolate a{{over you. Love
always, qjunny

-Bunny

1{pses are (}?j£
Violets are (j3{ue,
qqz.imy you're home
Now my days are no fonger 6{ue.
Happy rrlafentine's (j)ay!
'You 1(now Wlio

I

'To tlieStraw6erry top in the Student fife, .
I hate reject~n! The chocolate is ready, a{[I need now is
you.
-Smacking lips
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i
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tY"ou needa rOUIJlinec~toucli witli a'/iootfyfee[
get willi me 600 andue'Il' ~ep it real:

I want to wisli you a Happy Valentine and"a Happy
. CBirtliday!! OXOX %ur other lialf

Henry,
fEven when our fives are 6usy, I treasure the precious
moments we spend"together: Happy o/afentine's (J)ay
sweetheart.
-Liz
James(([1qlj(]Y£),
tY"ou don't ~now me,
(]jut I sure {now you,
I've Iiad a crusn on you since I first saw you. (}l{ease
consider me to 6eyour valentine.
-Secret jfdmirer

'To Sofia,
wisliing you a very :J{appy 20th (j3irtliday and 'Valentine's
(})ay witli many more to come.
-}l qoodFriend'

Pearl,
tY"ou 're the coolest Ieader the worliflias {nown.
~

Natasha;
%e hot c5l spicey trinni; what's up witli tljose cliM6earing
liips? Can't 'Wait
-Littie Wif£y

Ikgnna,
Stop just praying witli me and stick me - I'm waiting.
-Caissa

([)ear Wac~,

. <Bren~

Jfappy 'Valentine's (])ay, 9da!ia[7(j.ta

'You can eat me out

.£O'f)f!,' fMe

I'{[suckyourdic~

.
tY"ou can stick megood

CBrennon e:lJoe,

Just.ta~yourpic~

;Ire you BUyS e-ver NaT Iiorney?

-o/a£e.",tine Sex; qotfaess

:Megan,
Wliy don't you put that tongue rine to some gooduse. I liave
many SUfJ8estions.
-lBig Wi{[ie

ll'o 9ttlichael;
Hope tliis rrlafentine is tliefi:rst ofmanyfor us. I wjfI fwft[
tliis day close to my heart no matter wliat thefuture IioUfs.

!Natasfu1,
crFie worldstops wlien you enter the room. ?dy eyes are
6finded ~y your radiance. I wouftfaive youflowers for
1/afentine, 6ut t/iey would6e sliad"owea6yyour
beauty. (Be my lIafentine.
. -£ittfe.. 'WiIIy .
Carol;

'You are the sexiest woman in the worCtf. I hope to
meetyou very soon so we can eneage in
some..•.....•• Sliaqui£le
1(p.·Wa~

Happy. 'Vafatme's (])ay!

. ~~..f.Y. . .~weetJ,.JI~~

SlUzron cSl (Peter;
True Cove survives tlirouiJli time antispace. Happy o/afentine's
(j)ay~ -rrraci

wah

-Orfarufo,
:My ~frican qotf! "(liappy?!)
Cliocofate anaCreamy...9dmm..just meets in my mout/i,
7(jnn Size..just pure satiSfaction!
I Cove you toaay, tomorrow flnaforever! -Shift

'Yojna,
(Be nice to Jf.dnan. }It feast for Valentine's (})ay. -(pean·

'To all tliegins ofgamma fPlii ~Fio~
}l true sister warms you with Iier presence, trusts you
~tli Iier secrets, aruf remem6ers you in Iier prayers.
Happy lIalentine's (])ay.
tI1ie f£4Joara

Joanne quo,
{j)ear 9ds. f£t/itor-in-Cliief. I liave a Cong co{umn liere tliat
I want you to aClfJn. -;4. staffmem6er

-Love, Sin4)

.ero Squirt;

,
Sliiji,
urou.r I rufus va£fey isjertife for myereet ;tfro-2(pnetic
06efisk to 6e pfanted. :My hieroa{yplis wi£[ be ma~d
on yourpyramidsfor tlie spiritS ac~nowrerfge our
union. I foe you ever aay~ not just on o/afentine's"
Love, Orfantfo

Joe Li6erato,

J{appy o/-Q)ay

Happy CBirtfu{ay' atufJ{appy q/afentine's (j)ay_l/iope it's
justaas sweet as you are. -:M.}l.'W

:Mer;
::M.ay you find a{{that you see~ Happy Vafentine's (j)ay.
:Natas/ia,
71ie crime ofthe century
. was committed tonig~lit
Poryou stofe my ~art
}lnaput my.sou{on a fjte.
L(J1)~, Litte Wi{[y

P.njoy them 60tli.

~

no my twin :Me[[y9de~

eyou're the 6est! ryou 'ee speciafl :M.aze{q'ov!

Set/i,
")fnd a woman is only a woman; 6ut: a good cigar is a
smo~. "~7(jpfing

Victoria Harris,

Steve,
Wi[(you marry me?

:Megan,
I ~now you have a boyfriend. (But don't worry, I'm
not jealous! (}3e my valentine.
-SignedU

X-9dan,
I Cove you, 6ut I aon't fik.! June. -tWe6foot

I

Iiorse.

-rr""ufw·Coffeaaue.

Stacey P,
~.
tY"uh mavin Stingy wUftfe dinner-mints; 6u(¥stif[ ~
yuh as meli valentine! ~rrweety 6iirl ..
...1

Joe Horse,
want you to prove tome tliat you are hung ltk.! a

rro James(CPrufe)
(Be my o/alentine, arufI '{[s!iOw you '!- tfay you 'f[ never

'
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Photos By Paola Marocchi

~ .What Do You Want For Valentine's Day?

~
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V@lENTINE'S

By Paola M arocchi
Every February 14, millions of
Americans send valentines to their loved
ones, but few ponder how this all begun ..
.. Those of you who are interested in this
festivity's origin need to wonder no more!
1 cybersearched the .,forners of the
e lectrcriic world and I found a couple of
interesting facts.
The exact origin of Valentine's Day is
uncertain since it is attributed to not one,
but two saint valentines. Both are believed
· to have been martyrs named Valentine who
were executed on February 14 of the third
century. One was executed for secretly marrying certain people thus disobeying the
Emperor's law. The other was accused of
believing in Christianity and refusing to
pray to the Roman gods. Some historians
question whether these men existed at all
while others assert that they did. The history of Valentine's Day, however, does not
end here.
The 15th of February was the day when
the Roman Feast of Lupercalia was ce l-

"Lots of love"

"Someone who's gonna treat me right"

ro

•

"

~

C\I

~

~

D@V

ebrated. This festivity commemorated
Faunus, god of fertility. On this evening,
women would write their names on a piece
of paper and place them on a bowl. This
"love" notes would be withdrawn by men
who would then court these women that
evening and on festivities throughout the
year; many of these men and women would
end up marrying each other.
The celebration of Lupercalia was ended
in the 1600 and incorporated with the feast
of St. Valentine on February 14. Therefore,
St. Valentine became known as the Saint of
Lovers. In reality, however, these two martyrs may not have existed and even if they
did, they had nothing to do with romance.
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We wan t to hear :
from you! Tell us =
tune t you think.
Call 882-6888

~'

Show your love
Back to this century. . ... If you are thinking of sending a valentine, don't just send a
card . . . "send an E-card! Thanks to the
internet, delivering a love message is easier
than ever before. How does it work? Most
sites offer a variety of card designs for the
cybermaniac to choose from. Sounds good?
Well, it gets even better because many sites
also have pre wri tten love notes for the non
creative minds. Just a few clicks of the
mouse on these 'directions:
Family Planet
http://www.familyplanet.com/seasonaI/va] entines/index.htm!
Blue Mountain Arts
http://www.bluemountain.com
Cards for Valentine's Day
http://www.gogreet.com/index.html?/occasion/val. h tmi
ZIA Valentine's Day Home Page
h Up://www.zia.com/h 0 lid ays-/v al en tin e/
cards/default.stm

Write for
Cyberspace
Send E-mail to
~:~
Paola @
~~ Lorena 1212@aol.co~
~
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"I want all the girls that read this to give
me a call"

"How shaD I torture ),OU today?
Put you on the. rac:k1 BoB JOUIn oil?
Make you call a technical support line?-

. "Chocolate, ice cream, and lots offlesh"
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DO·YOU WANT TO MOVE UP
IN THE WORLD?

..

C\J
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ASEDOM
Association of Domincan
Students
.• We at ASEDOM are a culturally based or.ganization. We believe in preserving our heritage while exposing other ethnic groups to the
historic background and customs of our Caribbean life. We are interested in meeting new people
\iv . 10 are serious and dedicated to changing the
Latino image to a more positive one while having tons of fun doing it.
If you would like to find out more, drop by
room 1512 of the 360 PAS building and drop a
note in the ASEDOM mail box. Leave your name
and a telephone number where you can be
reached.

P.R.LD.E.
We are an ever growing happy family, where
you can meet people that are not just Puerto Rican but,
of other nationalities. We're a place where you can
feel welcome, where everyone looks out for everyone
else. We'll help you out with school, friends, and family problems.
We are a place to go to on a rainy day to
.
talk, laugh, and relax from school and family stress.
We throw parties, watch movies, learn new things about
other people's cultures' including our own.
We meet in the 26th Street building in Room
1421 everyday, but mainly Tuesday and Thursday's
during club hours.

.

THE SOCIETY
FOR HUMAN RESOURCE
MANAGEl\:ffiNT (S.H.R.M.)
The Society for Human Resource Management. which is affiliated with the National Organization, provides Human Resource majors, and
other interested students, with the opportunity to
interact with faculty and professional practitioners in the Human Resource and other Business
Management areas.
Professionals come in and give advice in
areas such as resume writing, critiquing, and interviews, and also, giving insight into what prospective employers are looking for in job applications.
An important benefit of SHRM membership is the ability to regularly network with professionals, giving students the much needed contacts for entering the tough job market.
The S.H.R.M. meets on Thursdays during
club hour, at 360 PAS, Room 1816.

BUSINESS TO BUSINESS

INTERVARSITY
CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP

Come and be apart of the Jewish Community at Baruch College. Meet new people,
improve your networking skills, get religious
The Purpose of the InterVarsity Christian
information, have FUN!!! Please see Ellen
Fellowship
Steigman in 360 PAS room 1511 or call at
1. To lead others to personal faith in Christ
(212)802-6808 for more information
as Lord and Savior
2. To help Christians grow toward maturity
PIDETASIGMA
in their Christian faith by study of the Bible, by
NATIONAL FRESHMAN HONOR SOCIETY
prayer, and by Christian fellowship
3. To help students and faculty to discover
Phi Eta Sigma is a national honor society for
God's role for them
underclassmen (freshman and sophomores). Our
goal is to encourage and reward academic excelUPCOMING EVENTS: (Events are held in
lence among Baruch College students. Our ac360 PAS)
tivities include: workshops on different topics of
interesuinternships, management, resume enTHE FINANCE AND ECONOMICS
hancement and scholarships), visits to places of
SOCIETY
The Finance & Economics Society is open to all interest (UN, Unicef, etc.), participation in volofthose interested in the processes ofthe financial world. unteer programs including New York Cares Day,
It provides students with an informative view of cur- Volunteers of America, and the Salvation Army.
rent change and the future trends in the rapidly evolv- We hope to make the transition process into
ing financial world via various functions such as lec- Baruch a pleasant one for freshmen by serving
as a link between the activities carried out by the
tures, symposiums, and field trips .
college and the students. JOIN US DURING
We meet in Room 640 / 26th Street Building
CLUB HOURS(THURSDAYS IN ROOM 424;
BETAALPHA PSI
26TH STREET BUILDING).
The officers of the chapter can be contacted
Membership is Beta Alpha Psi gives you an instant scholarly recognition. Beta Alpha Psi invites guest through the Dean of Students office at 360 PAS
speakers who are recognized in their fields and who are room 1702, (212)802-6820

THE BARUCH ARCHERY CLUB
decision makers in human resources departments at
potential employers. The Big Six Accounting firms are
What is archery? You've seen it in the movies;
focusing less on the campus. interview and are pulling the various Robin Hood films being the most memofar greater reliance on pre-identification. These firms rable. It's been seen. in the media types as simple as a
have developed a hiring preference for members ofBeta comic book. and. in event" as grand as the Olympic
Alpha Psi. Therefore, we invite you to become a mem- games. And yet, most people only have a vague notion
ber of Beta Alpha Psi in order to leverage your partici- ofjust what the sport is all about,
pation in our society for your job search. Please look
So, why not drop by and check it out. We would
for our flyers posted on college bulletin boards for the be glad to teach and train anyone interested. We promeeting dates and room numbers. You do not have to . vide all the equipment and no experience is necessary.
be a member to attend the meetings.
For more information please go to the 6th floor
Upcoming events: 10/3 - Communication Skills gym at the 23rd street building.
in Public Accounting
10/10 - Mock Interview, 10/
All are welcome.
17 - Resume and Cover Letter Workshop
BARUCH ACHIEVERS
The goal of our organization is to uplift students
by providing them with valuable information about
current issues that we feel is pertinent to them. The
topicsofout events range from surfing the Internet, dressing for an interview, to fmancial planning on an individual basis.
We hope that the activities we promote help to
better prepare Baruch students for their future, as well
as bring them closer together, in an environment where
there is cultural diversity.
Meetings are Thursdays, Room 1862, 360 PAS
from 12:35-2:20.

The Business to Business Marketing Society
(BTB) is a club that enhances academic knowledge and
brings thereal world of industrial and commercial marketing to its members. Our main goal is to help memCHINESE CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP
bers to be better prepared for associatedcareeradvancement, and to guide them toward the market activity of
Chinese Christian Fellowship believes that there
organizations who engage themselves in marketing to is only one True God, the God of Israel. We believe in
other business. BTB provides an arena where speakers the infinitely perfect, sovereign, eternal Trinity of the
are invited to talk on a variety of subjects, industry- Father, Son and Holy Spirit We also believe that Jesus
marketing trends in Corporate America as well as coun- Christ was sent from Heaven to Earth to serve as a sacseling on careers in marketing.
rifice on the cross for our sins, Believing and living by
BTB is an organization that promotes awareness . God's commandments will bring salvation. He will
and understanding about marketing activity with com- return to earth to establish His kingdom of righteouspanies that sell goods and services primarily to other ness and peace. We are here to spread the Gospel to the
businesses and institutions, not the final consumer. If campus of Baruch College with an emphasis on the
you are a student that would like to gain exposure to the Chinese(American and overseas-born) students.
many professionals engaged in industrial marketing,join
We meet every Thursday between 12:25 and
us during club hours Room 839, 360 PAS. ALLARE 2:30pm

WELCOME.

HILLEL OF NEW YORK AT BARUCH

THE SOCIAL AND POLITICAL
CLUB

S.A.P is one of Baruch's newest clubs founded
in November of 1995. The goal of the club is to
provide a forum for the discussion of Social and
Political issues through the use of newsletters,
speakers, debates and movies. Last semester the club
was involved in numerous activities including a fund
raising raffle drawing; support of a sexual
Harrassrnent workshop hosted by the Helpline office,
participation in the D.S.S.G debate, the publication of
two newsletters, and the hosting of a dance competition. This semester, the club will be working closely
with the Political Science Department with the aim of
building upon the achievements of the previous
semester. We hope that you the Baruch Community
will provide support as the club could make a useful
contribution to the college.
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Do· You Want To:
- Build resume with extra-ciricular activities
- Gain Public Speaking skills
- Become a team player

.e Get a sense of achievement and fulfillment
_ Gain valuable work related experience

_ Form friendships through networking circles and contacts

• Use your different skills and what you've been taught
b·

•

•

JOIN THE BARUCH COLLEGE

DAY SESSION STUDENT GOVERNMENT
360 PARK A \TENUE SOLTTH
ROOM 1531
(212) 802 - 6790

·BE A PART OF THE SOLUTION !!!

..
~.
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GREAT GRADES ARE JUST A PHONE CALLAWAY!
•

Hey kids, why study hard? We at the Ticker re .
'. .
.
semester, we are offering this onetime 0 I GREA~~e what a chore It IS to g~t top marks in eoltege'I'har's why, for the Spring '97
hard? No Prob little brothers and siste:sy C II
RADES OFFER!Got a Mid-Term due but been hitting the hot spots a little too
a
and if the pedagogical powers that be et·too us at ex~. 6800 and rese~~ your bonafide TERMPAPER. Results are guaranteed
service organization designed to hel ~OU t:oSy, ...we.ll even coach y~ In your answers! That's right folks, The Ticker is a full
.
p
, e strugghng student, master the intracasies ofcollege life here in the Big Apple!

Valentine Gifts
..,

Birth
Bouquet
Bracelet
Candy
Chocolates
Dance
. Dinner
Edible (Underwear)
Greeting Card
Hug.
Kiss
Lingerie
Massage
Necklace
Nothing
Perfume
Pet
Photograph
Poem
Proposal
Ring
Roses'
Sex
Shopping (Spree)
Teddybear ,
(Getaway) Vacation
Wedding

So sign up now. (Cash or Money Orders Please, No Personal Checks!)
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BUSINESS

HISTORY

001203 The Retail Revolution
10 pages ($65.00)
A chapter-by-chapter review of
Drucker's book, with good analysis
and application offacts. Report (q)
005266 Entrepreneur 18
pages ($117.00)
An excellent study of entrepreneurs, their philosophy, characteristics, skills, and goals. Factual
examples and interviews, together
with a list of pros and cons, successes and failures, and psychological profiles. MLA (q)
012494 Busfneas lecture series reviews 86 pages ($559.00)
Summarizes the presentations
made during a business seminar
covering eleven topics that pertain
to ethics to marketing. Applications included ..a ee frOm~aI
experiences' and additionalresearch where needed. Report (q) (c)
011461 Business article reviews,' employee' training 12
pages ($78.00)
Reviews article on growth offranchises, spas as a travel destination, Braille menus, affirmative
action in megahotels, qualities of a
hotel manager, 5 step training
cycle, need assessment, and training methods. APA
0241128 Employee Management and Unions 20 pages
($130.00)
Gives history of unionization, its
pros and cons, and several examples of businesses and industries effected by unions. APA (c)
219871 How to start a business 12 pages ($78.00)
Comprehensive discussion of
all aspects, particularly managerial: APA (c) (q)
013530 Why Empowerment
_Doesn't Empower: The Bankruptcy ofCurrent Paradigms 2
pages ($13~00)
Discusses the evolution from the
old paradigm to the new paradigm,
employee responsibility, and self
management. Essay
014553 Organizational Culture 6 pages ($39.00) .
Examines an employee's transition into a company and the culture within. Essay

006318 Government Decentralization 12 pages ($78.00)
Examines the issues surrounding decentralization and its proponents and opponents. Uses a historical perspective with modern
interpretations and praxis. MLA
011473 The Legislative
Trends of the Gun Control and
Constitutional Analysis of the
Brady Bill 7 pages ($45.50)
Provides statistics and argues to
protect individual privacy through
a change in gun control legislation
which must attempt to accurately
identify persons ineligible to purchase firearms, Essay (q)
015643 Population Report 1
page. ($6.50)
United Nation meets to discuss
rapid ~ul~t!on.growth. Essay'
21564.5 . Politics of Rush
Limbaugh 88 pages ($550)
An individual response against
. Rush.Limbaugh withcitesto current affairs . and articles for support. Essay (f)
0231000 Totalitarian Government 2 pages ($13.00)
Compares modern totalitarian
government with Nazi Germany.
Essay
3231071 New Deal Artists 6
pages ($39.00)
Describes how artists, laid off
because of the Great Depression,
took the opportunity ~ become
workers when the ~w Deal was
instituted. APA (c)(q)
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021936 War of 1812 8 pages
($52.00)
Extensive report on the political
aspects of the war, the reasons behind it, the players, and the outcome. APA (q)
220914 William
Henry
Seward, Alaska, and U.S. Ex.pansionist Policy 34 pages
($221.00)
Critical report on Seward who
has been maligned as an ineffective Secretary of State and a puppet of Thurlow Weed. Argues that
while much of this reputation is
.both well earned and well documented, it should not tarnish one

SOCIOLOGY

209399 The fall of the industrial economy. 10 pages ($65.00)
A comprehensive look at the fall
ofthe American industrial economy
and its causes and 'effects, and the
societal reorganization because of
it. MLA (q)
3~0920 Price-Quality Relationships 6 pages ($39.00)
Reports on price indexes and
their use to estimate changes in
prices over time, to measure differences in costs among different areas or countries, and how they are
becoming significant indicators in
theprice-qualityrelationship.MLA

008364 Sociology oflmmjgra~
tion 8 pages ($52.00)
A foreign interpretationofAmerican social fabric as woven through
mass immigration. Examines the
origins and reasons for immigration to the US, as well as itstifects
on our cultural makeup. MLA (q)
017732 The Melting Pot 5
pages ($3Z.50) Argues that diversity occurred
through default, as the "inferior"
races fought long and hard to attain their human rights. APA (q)
016459 The Melting Pot 6
pages ($39.00)
Discusses the impact of immigrants and how they are redefining. the traditional melting pot
moniker by giving America a cultural facelift. Report (q)
009393 The Melting Pot must
first be stirred, not strained 7
pag~s ($45.50) _
A critical essay on the' notion
that America is a melting pot, arguing that severe racial and ethnic
stratification in society has never
truly enabled assimilation to occur. Essay (q)
017730Growing Poulation:
Shrinking World 7 pages
($45.50)
Addresses concerns over the effects population explosion has on
the earth, answering the following
questions: can the earth sustain
this large a population? How will it
effect our future, our children's
future, and their children's future?
Argues that the answers depend
largely on what actions we take to
control population growth today.
APA (q)(c)
. 021938B Demography 5.5
pages ($35.75)
Demography,the scientific study
of size, distribution, and composition of human populations. Describes how done with examples.
APA
019799a Urbanization 18
pages ($117.00)
An in-depth report on the origins
of, reasons behind, and' current
trends of the phenomenon, with a
comparison ofEurope and America.

(q)

221943 Supply and Demand
10 pages ($65.00)
Gives explanation of sppply and
- demand then relates it to-the imported coffee business. APA (c)(q)
0241105 ~alysisof specialty
motor automotive company 18
. pages ($11"7."00) - ". - . '-Provides .statistics - of fictional
business with plans to achieve
growth. Economic theory, price index, market plan, demand, analysis ofcompetition including Japan,
and ideas to promote optimal
growth. APA (c)(q)
3231069 NAFTA 20 pages
($130.00)
Analysis of the attempt at an
economic consolidation between
Canada, the United States and
Mexico, the true intentions which
manifest a virtual revolution in
trade relations between the United
States and Mexico, and the effects
on international business and
trade. MLA (q)(c)
2241123 Lester Thurow: The
Future of Capitalism 12 pages
($78.00)
The Future of Capitalism: How
.Today's Economic Forces Shape
Tomorrow's World examines the
changing structure of the world
economy and what it will take for
individuals, firms, and nations to
be successful in the new economic
game. APA (c)(q)
0231020 Empowerment Zones
6 pages ($39.00)
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Be sure to ask about our Spring '97 payment plan. With a 50% deposit, we will wait for the balance until
~our FINANCIAL AID CHECK comes in! Remember, Great Grades come for practising the 7-P's. Prior
Proper Planning Prevents Piss Poor Performance.' So reserve your Term Paper today with the Ticker.
CaII1-800-top-of-the-Class today!
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Valentine's Day!
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SPRING IS AT
THE
CORAL SANDS

GET YOUR
FOUR YEAR
COLLEGE DEGREE
TUITION FREE
Your college education may be
closer than you think. WIth
tuition costs constantly rising, the
price of a college education may
seem out of sight. The New York
Army National Guard offers 100%
tuition assistance to those who
qualify.

That's right, 100% tuition to all state colleges and universities, community
colleges, and an amount equal to SUNY's tuition at participating private colleges
and universities. Part-time military service with the New York Army National .
Guard can get you a college degree. Go to school while you serve your country
and community.

NEW YORK
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If you are
interested in
placing an ad in

The Ticker,
please contact the
Ad Manager at
(212) 802-6799
or
(212)802-6800

The Cora! Sandel o.fferr.f
•

Oceanfront Rooms wirh
Efficiency

•

Balcony Room s with
Efficiency

•

2 Pools - Cable TV

Student Spring Special

Spring Break Rates
Singles $30 per night
Doubles $40 per night
301 N. Ocean Boulevard
Myrtle Beach; SC 29577
Reservations: 1-800-248-9779
1-803-448-3584

programs afford students the opportunity to acquire valuable real-world
experience-bridging the gap between theory and practice.

ethical conduct. We place great importance on preparing students to enter
the working world as professionals.

Iooros unique student-centered model supports a rigorous legal

of effective communication skills. Extensive dinical. internship. and externship

Edward Norton portrays Flynt's
attorney in ''The People Vs.
Larry Flynt.

~ucation in an atmosphere of mutual respect cooperation. and collaboration.

For more information. call us or visit our website. After all, nobody
helps students get hands-on experience better than Touro.

PROGRAMS INCLUD£: JURIS DOCTOR (J.D.) D£GREE • MASTER OF LAWS (lUI.) FOR FOREIGN LAWYERS • FUL1.HAJn:1WE, DAYIEVENING ClASSES SU.-.rR I1UTrRNSH
• ...""
IPS AND PROGRAMS ABROAD

•

JrfJllTilJ /IIW JtJulBdJ fur rttf...wur!JI/T1l(/fCt.

,:~:

300 Nassau Road • Huntington, Long Island. NY 11143· 516·421·2244 Ext. 312 • 516·421·2675 tax
http://www.tourolaw.edu • TDDITTY: 516·421-0476
L..-..----------~~---

-:.

$10 per person minimum
4 people to room

At Touro, we believe It'S critical to teach students to compete In a
challenging environment-yet maintain the highest standards of civility and

Our faculty is devoted to excellence in teaching and to the acquisition

;
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from being anywhere near great.
"...Larry Flynt," however, does
provide us with an entertaining
comedy that is well supported and
built
around
the
strong
performance of Woody Harrelson.
His portrayal is deep despite the
insipid nature of this film. It is
because of Harrelson that we are
able to absorb the comedy of this
film
without
constantly
remembering how faulty it is as a
drama and even as a film.
Harrelson has always been
extremely adept at comic timing
and combining solid dramatic
acting with a charm that makes us
feel the humor in situations. His
performance should be nominated.
The other noteworthy performance
is Edward Norton's ("Primal Fear")
asAlan lsaacman, Flynt's attorney.
While his character's courtroom
speeches are written in the most
- - - - - - .'_._-- .-

Editors' Note:
WE NEED
WRITERS FOR
THIS
SECTION!
Come to The Ticker
office at 360 PAS to leave
a message for Manny or
Edward. Or call us at 8026800 and leave a message.
The Arts & Entertainment section is open
.to all Baruch students and
all art forms are included.
Please join us and bring
your unique artistic perspectives to this section.
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"So now how will I make my
people proud! where will I end
up! the system
figures boxed
up/ or locked up .... F*ck
that... determined to be somebody
someday but just Great One... "
Essence Don &&Show Me The Way"

can silence me because it will also
forever characterize me. And if
there is an order in this world,
certainly old, then I must speak
metaphorical yet direct, outright
with hidden references, and angry
but without the confusion that
comes with it.
I must be hip hop,
underground
in
the
mainstream, mainstream in
the under g ro und , to take us
above ground.
The 5th element of hip hop...

:

the break is looped I rewind
and see what I have heard. It
is forgetfulness, she says,
that easily destroys us.
If
history repeats itself, it is
only because we do not
remember
its
lesson
or
message. This allows us to
forget
that
the
political
prisoners of Puerto Rico are
ordinary _people and still in
jail. The Vieques t hey came
from may only be seen in
pictures because of the cruel
aim of missiles in practice.
For my whole life I have
known the Goddess and have
seen her in the shape of
others: my sister, my mother,
my love, Karina.
I feel the
true and living inside me so
can I say I see who is living
the life of the righteous? ..

recognize the redundancy of
despair that we are living in. So
don't cliche me in anyway because
if my situation does not change I
must continue to explain why in
this Style.
This ultimately will be the only
way
to help ourselves in the
future. To succeed collectively,
we must analyze and criticize the
world that we are in. Hopefully
we will be positively born one day,
and I can Set my Sun in peace...

I wonder when I will cross the
line. The line where my literary
thoughts can no longer be
tolerated by society. I seem to
have taken drastic measures to
"... This is for the .. ·fallen
rid myself of our dreadful disease
rappers... This is a special,
of ignorance. The telling of our .. "Knowledge of self LS an
special
special,
special,
ghetto experiences as people of
instrument ... to guide me! to
dedication... "
color are certainly oppressed, yet
manifest the true and living
Q-Tip
of
there is a particular component
inside me / but then in doing
A Tribe Called Quest missing that slows the absolute
so my brother, we might just!
&~ibes and Stuff'
ban of
our
thoughts. This
see who is living the life of
element is obviously the analysis
the righteous... "
of our experiences and becomes,
Rhythm King Pin Relay
unfortunately, the reason I must
of
wonder.
"But it's okay I'm a get mine!
The Future Sound Boxed up or locked up could
&&LadylWhat's A Bro To Do"
maybe in the future maybe iri
eventually be my fate and would
no time...all it takes is... "
sadly put
me
in the same
Stezo - "Going For Mine"
What song shall I play for you?
position of every third-eyed mind
that I have learned from.
A
If my shining Starr ever did fall,
Is it righteousness or ego that
martyr is powerful in the process
makes us play this instrument will I claim to the Gang that I am
of future lessons but is useless in
well?
Or do we hold this 'No More Mr. Nice Guy,' and be a
the direct action that is necessary.
instrument in ourselves, and millionaire Bad Boy in 'No Time'?
Thus, a martyr is only as powerful
search for the notes that will guide
as the audience he was able to
our people to the prosperity that
Sometimes it's not okay.
reach, and I only rank as another
allows us to be the Gods we claim to It's not always "all good."
n*gga from the streets.
be a manifestation of.
We try to be moral In this
There is then another solution
The mad, flustered, and didactic world yet we are forced to
to the displacement I refuse to
singing of the Goddess stays in my live in contradiction. We justify
misplace. It would come if I am
head. She keeps saying that hip -t.his contradiction by distinguishing
.b1inded by the power of my words
hop should not come 0I1ce every' . correctly between hypocritical and .
and ignore the meaning of them.
two years to those that assert the necessary actions.
This ultimately would result in
title every month. The ferocity in
I denounce capitalism yet I
making my anger being just a
her message teaches me this is cannot live without money.
part of an undirected rebel
just a false reSource of hip hop's Therefore ,I must exploit the
persona,
my
emotions
culture, music, and politics.
talents that I have. Can 1 say
simultaneously cliche, and my
She screams in loud drums, then that it is how I exploit
criticism and hope for change an
breaks of beats, of our own my" talents that will keep me
www.dasewaside.com.
obvious disclosure of the
faults we need to correct. on my moral way.
delusional state I am in.
What alarms me IS the high
'The journey from knowledge to
So if this can be so in this society
hats that never stop, telling born is preceded by the path to
how can I continue to express
me the problems told by knowledge.
A
path
myself.' I profess to speak against
breakbeat are very constant. overwhelmingly built on emotion.
ignorance yet it is something that
I listen to her often and when The anger manifested when you

Editors'
Note:
The
Sunset
Style
Co lu m n is
now a part of
the hip hop
website,
DaSewaSide ..
It is under
http://

Just click on
perspectives.

the average listener. It is why their
content earns far less money than
that ofLil' Kim. These ramifications
affecting monetary' parameters,
~
~
however, usually have no bearing
Artist: Poor
on who is the most talented.
Righteous
With The New World Order,
Teachers
they show extreme talent and are
Al b u m: The New
one of the better hip hop groups
World
today. Although only 5% of the
Order
world will understand his lyrics.
L~bel:
Priority
Culture Freedom does more than
Rating:~~~1 / 2-~
95% of the MCing on this project.
Culture Freedom, like all of
1996 was filled with many the great M'Cs with a message,
sleepers and for the sake of has a powerful voice and an
battling commercialization, the aura that makes his battling
Poor Righteous Teachers certainly lyrics more potent and his
deserve more than a quick listen. thinking
something
worth
Considered today one of the rare thinking about from us.
crews that openly focus on an
The track that epitomizes his
ideology based on achieving ability to describe his environment
righteousness and the lessonsof with precision is 'We Dat Nice"where
the 5 percent nation, they have hesays:'
much to prove. This is so because' .
"Something for cave dwellers/
their spiritualism and disciplinary bomb melders/ and gun sellers/ the
principles ofpositivity they preach lie tellers/ Cinderellas and
of are very difficult to accept from goodfellas/ the gun-packers/crack

r Critics' ""'
Corner

backers/ and loot stackers/ sins
crackers/ New World orders/ and
here actors/ the globe holders/ the
population controllers/ disease
makers a.k.a. Aids creators/ the
cr.emators/ doctors nurses and
n*gga haters/ that's out to get us
after making us bullsh*ters/ the
sister hitters who knock 'emf and
don't stay with emf the human
litter that whitey about to get rid
of the same n*ggas supplemented
the very planet with mathematics
pure
knowledge
and
understanding..."
His only fault is that he
asserts his righteousness and God's
essence far more than he enlightens
us with it. Nevertheless, this is a
very tight album lyrically and'
vocally as he often has many
quality guests from The Fugees on
"Allies, " Nine on "Gods, Earths
and 85ers," Miss 'Jo~es on "My
Three Wives (ShakylaPt. 3)," Jr.
Reid on "Dreadful Day," and the
best song of this collection,
"Conscious Style," with KRS-One

Essay Failure

Valentine Soulmates

.. .little do we realize, that in "a moment such as this,
that it will be the best we will have.
I dream t to conquer the moment more,
Albeit a large discontent loomed over my mental work,
drowning out the meaning of a good time and sheltering it in
the vacant lands that are my heart. (Pretty . uiorde.i.)
If it spoke. to me that day, it was only to tell me failure,
repeating---its- 'motion's in the remembered instances of my
life, .
'--for which I could not conquer in my own mind..
Pray, . I pray, that all this will be written in time,
for it is the only thing I have left and I equate it with hope
which may be a foolish notion.
But foolish notions are the center of all moves in reality,
". fortified by the skills, talents and learned experiences
that shape their creations.
They build themselves in the mind but are believed
only in the heart-for a sane man, that LS.
For the other kind I can only dream to be,
for his foolish notions are designed for other worlds
and though failure in reality is certain in all cases,
he cannot see faults in his work.
How easy could it be to not see failure?
How wonderful it, would be to never feel its fucking presence
on the heart?
An essence ... an essence... (try to calm down).. an essence
that covers the mind and breeds more failure.
It is a cycle of sorts, a cliche founded in this uiorld
that does not necessitate more literature.
But since it is the only field in which I excel,
I must discover its source, learn its methods
and stamp it out of my life with these words.

-Man1l:.Y

Rodriguez

SOTnsiri...
Someiri.ian earth-bound angel
'on 23rd Street.
That's no lie or no secret.
Who is she?
Somsiri, what a unique na~m~e~,-
but still pretty and petite.
She's not only kind and sweet,
but fine and divine.
I am just an imaginary seat
behind her in English class.
Out of reach, can't speak,
and a complete outcast.
Sassy hair, but do not despair,
She has a heart set in gold,
and a smile that melts the cold.
I am just shy, not to sly.

(produced also by KRS-One). The
production mostly
done
by
Father Shaheed or Culture
Freedom of Poor Righteous
Teachers, and Ezo and DJ Clark
Kent is of a high quality and
certainly allows M C flowing to
take place.
The New World Order
collectively reestablishes Poor
Righteous Teachers as one of the
many quality, conSCIOUS crews
from the late '80s and early '90s.
WIth
the co mb in at ion
of
commercial playas rapping today
and the beat stealing that takes
place, this album's message
becomes an unwanted refreshment
for ignorant youth wasting time
with R&B singer/rappers. This is
. probably one of the best albums of
1996 no one has heard yet.
- Edward Rodriguez

Write for
Arts & "Entertainment.
Call Manny or Edward
at 802-6800.

r
The

Hip Hop Editorial By Erlwaz-dRodz-ig'uez

..

.,\
a" n s 1. ;. a t,. 1 0 n
~jLiterary" Section (or·Baruch's-.ltrttBts

. Somsiri's an extremely rare find,
especially the .beautiful kindness
in her eyes.
_Diamondsbore her, but silver is
forever.
A touch of sunshine in her voice.
She's the nicest friend anyone
could ever find.
Somsiri is not fictional
character,
but a wonderful person filled
with
Joy and laughter.
Stay strong. Stay sweet.
And keep smiling!

a

-Kavalier

It begins with only 3 special kindred words
from 2 entwined hearts.
"L'I: ove v.l.ou... "
Across the rainbow horizon,
A Kaleidoscope of Knights gallantly line up
Across a pristine chapel surrounded by
Lush green fields.
An archangel Rematerializes amongst hushed guests.
.My phantom orchestra and Iphase into position
and begin to perform.
There she -appeared, the magnificent earth angel.
Silky strands of moonlight laced across her
Starry eyes which glistened under a sea of blue roses.
Under a gentle shower of cherry blossoms, her .
unforgettable smile was more beautiful than
her silver lining across a delicate spring flower.
The Knights bowed as she approached the altar.
As he looked into the fondness of her fawn like eyes,
He began to pronounce his undying love for her.
'1 have searched many moonless nights for someone
who
was missing from my soul, I found you.
Your tender warm smile gave me a place of
sanctuary.
Your beauty is more breath taking than a thousand
sunsets.
arid you ar.e the woman' of my every desire.
When you fall, I will be there to catch you.
When you are happy, I will smile with you.
When you are sad, I will cry with you.
and when you are lonely, I will be there to embrace
you.
,
I adore everything that you are and
Everything you will become.
Thank. you for showing me how to love again.
As angelic tears filled her starry eyes.
She gently removed the broken halo from his head
and she forged it with an eternal kiss.
Now the halo toas-complete.
'As she gently placedit upon her finger.
She began to announce her love for him,
"When you embrace me,
my heart only beats for theeI will always be there in your
times of despair and need.
My endless love for you can only be
Measured by the happiness you bring me.
You see with your heart, not with your eyes.
I am forever yours as you are mine
my love."
. As she gently kissed his scarred lips,
a miracle occurred!
A strange aura of mystical light
surrounded these 2 soulmates.
And within the flare of lovelight,
the fallen angel's metallic wings shatter
and beneath them emerged pure satin
white wings!
The reborn angel embraced his love uiithiri
his .wings, as they kissed night· turned into day.
Now these soulmates were like the 2 silver strings
upon my sky blue guitar, in perfect rhythm
and tune to each other.
After an eternal kiss, she looks into his
eyes and gently whispers, "1 do. "
. A dove filled sky showered them with white
- dandelions as they graced-across the
crossed swords of this Camelot Wedding.
As I adjust my shades to the blinding lovelight.
I stop'to think about the 4 words traced
across a ring uihichhangs close to my
tin heart, "Real love is forever... "
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- Kiro - The Invisible Samurai
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Editors' Note:
We would like to thank Paola
Marocchi, Kiro.iandKavalier fbr submitting their excellent work to Translations.
This section is open "to any artisitic work
from Baruch students. Thank you.

•

Theatron and the Department of Fine and Performing Arts
Announce the Spring 1997 Productionof
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R~HARD GREENBERG.

AUDITIONS·
FEBRUARY

18 & 19, 4:00 PM - 7:00PM
/

THE BERNIE WEST THEATRE, ROOM

FOR MORE INFORMATION
PROF. SUSAN SPECTOR,

911, 17

LEX·

CALL:

387 - 1315
No Experience Necessary

Needed: Actors. Actresses and Crew

,•
/

The Baruch College Alumni Association
Presents our

Career Preparation Sem irrar
. All Juniors, Seniors, & Graduate Studerit.s are invited to
join career professionals from
Ernst & Young, Morgan Stanley and Baruch Alu mrii Assoc.

Blood Drive
To schedule an appointment

Scheduled: Resume Writing - Please Bring Resume
Interviewing Skills - Mock Interviews
Where:
Baruch Conference Center, Room 750
151 East 25 t h Street, 7 t h Floor
Thursday, February 20, 1997
Time: .
6:00PM to 9:00PMRSVP:

Contact:
Phone:
.

..

February 6., 1997
Terry Belsito at the Baruch Alumni Office
212-387-1145

. Clip the coupon below.

d ,..--.-------,
1
1

Name

Address

----------

1
1
1
1 ~~~~~~ Area Code + Phone
1
1 .Thursday, March 6, 1997
Appointment Times: (every 15 mins.)
1 9:30 am--2:45 pm .
First Choice: .
_
1
Second Choice:_.
_
1
.
Third Choice:
_
1 Return t o : .
'1
Baruch College Student Life, Room 1512,360 PAS, Box F-1512, 802-6770
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Cumulative· Men'sBasketball Stats
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Stats based on 19 games
WON: 7 LOST: 13
-Home: 4-4 Away: 1-8

ROUNDTRIP BUS,.LlnTICKET
" ~~(]~ BEGINNER LESSON!

BEST HOTELS & LOWEST PRICES for SPRINGBREAK BEACH destinations. Florida, Cancun, Jamaica,
etc. CALL NOW for rooms or SIGN-UP as INTERCAMPUS REPR. 800-327-6013 http://www.icpt.com

POSt

TRAILWAYS SKI BUS/Port Authority
Departs daily lam-Returns 7:30 pm
No reservations needed!
Call for overnight package prices!

SEIZED CARS from $175. Posrches, Cadillacs, Chevys,
BMW's, Corvettes. Also Jeeps, 4WD's. Your Area. Toll Free
I-800-2 I8-9000 Ext. A- 3194 for current listings.

FIG Joe Liberato'
G

FIG
F
G

FIC

EUROPE $155
Within USA $79 - $129
Caribb.\Mexico $1 89.r/t. Cheap Fares
Everywhere! airhitch@netcom.com.www.isicom.fr/airhitch/212-864-2000

1

SKI THE DIFFERENCE

i

INTHE

I

CATSKILL FOREST PRESERVE

GOV'T FORECLOSED homes from pennies on $1.
Delinquent Tax, Repo's, REO's. Your Area.
Toll Free (10 800-218-9000 Ext. H- 3194 for current listings.

:~

Great snow, friendly staff,
Relaxed natural atmosphere,
33 trails beginner to expert,
Snowboard park & FREE X-CSkiing
Exit 19 NYS Thruway, 2-1fl hr from NYC
College students & faculty:
$21 lift ticket midweek, non-holiday

* $200-$500 WEEKLY *
Mailing phone cards. No experience necessarry.
For more information send a self-addressed stamped envelope to:
Global Communication, P.O. Box 5679, Hollywood, FL 33083

3FG%

FT%

.530
.459
.380
.586
393
.444
.333
.425
.296
.286
.429
.210
.500
.222

.429
.400
.259
.000
.349
.250
.182

.576
.691
.689
.345
.689
.625
.636
.489
.615
.692
.200
.500
.333
.667

.333
.500
.154
.077

PTS

PPG

mGHGAME REB.

306 18.0
202
10.6
204 10.7
147
7.7
197 17.9
77
4.5
53
2.8
47
2.5
25
2.3
"
13
1.3
8
1.3
11
1.2
6
0.9
15
1.9

31
20
24
19
30
14
9
7
9
4
3
3
3
5

By MingWong

....b81Ieayre.com

Rt. 28 Highmount, NY
, Operated bythe NY5 Dept of

Environmental Conservation as a
year-round recreational facility.

RPG

AST.

5TL

BLK

8.1
3.3
5.5
4.1
5.4
4.9
1.7
4.6
1.0
0.8
0.2
0.4

49
80
47
12
34
17
10
10
4
1
1
2
2
5

48
37
20
3
24
14
11
9
2
3
2
1
1
2

10
5
25
8
2
12
2
7
2
1
0
0
0
2

138
63
127
77
59
83
32
88
11
8
1
4
7
4

1.0

0.5

CD
~

m
55
91
85
29
44
26

16
23
12
11
1
3
4
7

Statisics compiled by Bert Beagle
Joe Liberato down the stretch and ..
gave the Statesmen a loss that .
could have easily been a win.
After the game, Coach Rankis
said, "I'm happy at the team's fight
[to come back when Baruch was
down 9-29] in the first half."
If they would have played well in
the beginning, they would not have
to fight back.
Game Notes: Hunter guard Nick
Plevritis was baited into fouling
out with 2 technicals by Scott
Holloway...There were 225 in attendance, more than 4 times the
number of fans that Baruch aver-

Men's BasketballRoundup

800.942.6904 914.254.5600

Receptionist PositionStarting in early March. Doctor's office
on 67th & 3rd Avenue. Flexible hours &
pleasant working conditons.
Call 516-795-1645 weekdays.

--

G
C
F
G
G
G
F
F

17 17
John Percodani
19 19
Leonard Mitchell 19 15
Anthony Hamilton' 19 11
Scott Holloway
11
9
Richard Paul
17 3
Perry Tsilogiannis 19 2
Niall Bernard
19 18
Mahmut Bayazit
11 0
Andres Jimenez
10 0
AndyPetrov
6
0
John Rivera
9
0
Victor Brovin
7
0
Mike Kotrozos*
8
1

FG%

* No longer on team
Bold denotes team leader

BEST PLACE
TO LEARN TO SKI~
in The East, SKIING Magazine

HELP WANTED
MenIWomen earn $480 weekly assembling circuit boards/electronic
components at home. Experience unnecessary, will train.
Immediate openings your local area. Call 1-520-680-7891 EXT C200

!!:~

-4,
o
';1t:;

Confer-ences 3-5

and should miss 2 more
games...There were more fans cheeringfor Lehman than for Baruch and
it
was
a
Baruch
home
game...Assistant Coach Gary Siano
was wearing a soft cast on his foot.
He injured it playing ,what else,
basketball.

J,

ages for home games. .. Always a

heated rivalry between the two
teams, there was a mini-scuffie
that ,broke out between the two .
teams that involved the
Statesmen's Scott Holloway and
.Hunter's freshman guard Stanley
O'N eil...NiallBernard played with
a brace on his bad knee and had
tape on his sore wrist.

continued from back
,

. being the biggest, tallest or having
the highest vertical. "He's great. We
hardly run anything [plays] his way
but he'll never complain, yet he'll still
get his double-doubleslpoints and rebounds]. He's amazing, it would be a
gross injustice if he doesn't make the,
AIl-CUNY team." said Rankis.
SophomoreScottHollowayhasgiven
the Statesmen a tremendous boost.
Out of action for the first part of the
season due to academic problems,
Hollowayhas provided the team with .
a much needed ball handler mid 0utside threat. Primarily a scorer, his
aggressive and fiery play.has ignited
the entire team at times. Nicknamed
"Ice",Hollowaynevershiesawayfrom ,.
the pressure. Even if
game is on
the line and he is 0 for l.Q,..¥olloWay·
wouldstillbe confident enough totake
the final shot. "He's. an ~,_..
emotional player. Hesometimes get$.,..'
taken out oCthe game. He~s~~·a~-·

the

-tong way ill tenns'OfmaiuritY.~,·suf..
.Rankis.
., .John
.
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Statesmen At The Half
By MingWong
Despite the loss of the team's
most experienced player, a half
season absence of another player
due to academic reasons,' the
team's leading scorer and
rebounder sitting on the bench
with a shoulder injury, a young
and inexperienced team comprised of only four seniors (with
one recently quitting the team,
the total is reduced to only three)
while the rest are either freshmen or sophomores, a 4-11
record, and the team's recent
gut-wrenching loss to Lehman,
it might be easy to assess the
season as a disappointment, but
Coach Rankis remains optimistic and refuses to see the "glass"
as being "half empty".
"This season has .be.en rough
but it's not a total waste. We
have a very young team in terms
of experience and these things
are expected.'''' said Coach Ray
Rankis.
With a team consisting of
mostly freshmen, no one expected perfection, at least not
for the first season. Losing their

best player, Gerald Thomas, put
a dent in the Statesmen's season but the loss could have been
a blessing in disguise since it
gives Coach Rankis an opportunity to see what his new players
could do. Throughout the losses
the team has showed marked
improvement and flashes ofbrilliance.
There was the three game
stretch where they convincingly
outplayed their opponents. The.
Statesmen have proved that
they can run with quality teams.
They just need to develop consistency. "We make a lot of
'young team' mistakes. In time
they'll end.'" said Rankis.
The constantly improving
play of the young Statesmen
have been pleasant surprises.
Leonard Mitchell's versatility has proven to be a big plus.
A CUNYAC Rookie of the Week,
Mitchell usually plays in a forward slot where . he gives the
opposition fits with his quickness and ability to put the ball
on the floor. His ball-handling
skills give the team a third guy

to push the ball up the court,
especially when the opponents
are pressing. If the Statesmen
decide to go with a big lineup,
Mitchell slides over to guard
where he is just as comfortable
shooting over smaller guards.
Mitchell's
progress
has
prompted Coach Rankis to depend 'on him for more scoring.
Anthony Hamilton, another
freshman, started out the season as 'an enigma. Arguably
one of the Statesmen's "moat
a thletic and excit i ng players,
Hamilton, known for his. overexaggerated expressions on the
court, looked lost on the floor
in the beginning.
"He is a very raw but talented player and lacks experience. He's never played organized ball before." said Rankis.
At this point, Hamilton's
defense is ahead of his offensive game. His tenacious defen se has smothered and frustrated foes, while his scoring
repertoire is only l i m i te d to
putbacks and breakaway finishes. As of recently, the States-

/

men have been ut i l i z i n g
Hamilton's leaping skills in alley-cop and lob plays around the
basket.
His quick development has
been a pleasant surprise for
Rankis. Hamilton is settling
into his role on the team and
making fewer mistakes that
drives coaches crazy. "I'm surprised. I honestly didn't expect
him to come along this quick."
Perry Tsilogiannis, a gangly freshman guard, is a key
reserve on the squad. A deceptively quick player who is usually inserted into the lineup
when Coach Rankisgoes with
three guards, Tsilogiannis has
the-petential to be a decent
scorer on the team.
Besides the freshmen, the
Statesmen have a handful of
super sophomores, namely Joe
Liberato. He leads the team in
scoring in spite of having little
plays
him ~dieads the
team in rebounding despite not
being the

runfc)r

continued on page 31

Lady Statesmen Don't Take A Bow

The

The Phantom Strikes
By The Phantom Slammer

Pathetic! This word comes
closest to describing the charade that Lady Statesmen are
putting on. Normally, with a
young team, coaches refer to
the rebuilding years; but only
Baruch can reclassify the
term to the demolition years
, and why?
Talent-wise, we make the
96~~7 NY Jets look like playoff contenders. The teams best
ballhandler , Jacky Thomas,
comes off the bench to misfire
and lead the team in turnovers, while the starting five
couldn't put a string of 3
passes together to save their
lives. Fatmire Ukperaj, the
leading scorer, 'shoots a ridiculously low .274 fg% , and is
largely responsible for the
lackluster and disorganized
play of the Lady Statesmen.
She also lacks the ability to
pass, dribble and shoot effec..
ti vely
(makes
you
wonder... doesn't It?). Shynika
Ricketts, leading rebounder

(11.6rpg) and field goal percentage scoring (.321B) can't post up
or score over any 5 year old in the
paint , but her tenacity in rebounding and second chance
points sparks the watered down
fire in the team's spirit. Michelle
Grayson leads the team in assists
but is way too fragile to play in
the post and is often liable to chip
her nails. Elizabeth Braces is the
team leader in free throw percentage (.476) only because she's
attempted 21 free throws. That
number should decrease as her
free .throw attempts increase.
Rounding out the feeble five is
Xiomara Gardner, who actually
does not get much attention because she only averages half as
many dumb plays as her teammates, then again ,they don't pass
her the ball that much. Georgette
Eden and Annette Chiang are 2
contributors off the bench who
help maintain the high level of
sloppiness and turnovers in
Baruch's game.
With all that said one would
think that we couldn't do any
worse, but Coach Christian's
coaching methods must also come

under scrutiny. She continually finds new ways of taking
the Lady Statesmen out of po- ,
tentially close games (10 pt '
margins) and making them into
blowouts with erratic substitution patterns and inefficient
play calling, granted, she may
not have the most talented team
(or any at all) but these girls
are not into it mentally, and
also don't have the heart. (you
try going out night after night
to consistently being blownout)
On any given day, execution,
and discipline should triumph
over talent, but who are we
kidding, this is Baruch. So come
on out and support the home
teams. We all could use a few
,"
laughs.

Intramural
Basketball
Tourtl8JD.ent

.will
beginon.
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